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I A_STi{ACT

1
The goal of this investigation was to co_tribute to

I the of natural convection effects in phaseunderstanding

change thermal control devices. This goal was accomplished

. by developing a mathematical model to evaluate natural con-

v_e.ctioneffects in a phase change test cell tmdergoing

solidification and-then evaluating the model against experl- 1
!

mental data. Although nattu,al convection effects would be !i

minimized h_ flight spacec_'aft, all phase change devices
I

would be ground tested and thus understanding the effect

of natural convection on such devices an_ the ability to

predict ground-based system thermal performance become .,

quit__e__importaut.

The mathematical approach to the problem was to_first
P

_' develop a transienh__two-dlmenslonal conduction heat transfer

model for the sollcllfication of a normal paraffin of finite

geometry. Next, a transient _wo-dlmensional model was devel-

oped for the solidification of the same paraffin by a com-

bined conduct.!on-natt_al-convection hea_ transfer model.

J Throughout the study, n-hexadec_me (n-C16H34) was used as

the phase-chauge material in both _ne theoretical and the

experimental _,_ork. The models _,terebased m_ the trs_slent

two-dlmensional finite difference solutions of the energy,

continuity, aud momentum equations. The convection model

ill

k,
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,.{ssmnc4inco_£.re_sible flow except as r:,odifiedin the gravity

terms in the equations of motion.

An experimental system _s set up to verify the

theorctlcal _alyses and results. The system consisted

of a closed rectangular box inclined at various angles from

the horizontal plsne, m_<_.cooled from below. The box was

completely filled with n-hexadec_.ue (n-CI6H34), a long-

chain paraff in.

Gravity levels were calculated, depending on the angle

of inclination of the test cell. Temperatures in various

parts of the cell _ere recorded by 24 thermocouples as ftmc-- ,._

tions of elapsed time from the st_'t of the experiments. !

Comparisons were made bet_een experimental results and

computer-calculated theoretical results.

Heat transfer when the cell _,_asin the horizontal

plane was by conduction. _Ith_the cell inclined at various

angles, the heat transfer rate _as increased due to com-

bined conduction-con_ection heat tr_Isfer. The cell was

generally cooled below the conduction temperatures, when

convection was also present. The shape of the phase inter-

face between the liquid and the solid pha:_s was also change_

_rom a fla$ plane $o a curvea surface oy conwct_on. One

half of the test cell was oooled faster thou the other half,

during convective cool_n o. Convection was found to be an

important parameter in the solidification process.

iv
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Remcml:aoly _7ooa a/'_rccmentwas obtained beb'_,;eenexperl-

mental _' "' _"<au,_ for solidi[ zeal.ion %.,,it.heo_Iductiou heat tr_ulsfer

a_id cmlculabed results froLn the theoretical tr.9/isient_wo-

dime qsio_lal conduc_iou-heat-trmlsfer model. Close agreement

was also obtained bet_,zeenexperimental data for solidification

with the test cell inclined at various an_les and the theoret-

ical results from the transient two-dimensional conduction-

natural-convection heat trm_sfer model. Tne trend of the

effect of convection on the system was clearly revealed by

both the experimcnta! m_d the theoi_etical results.

Stability problems t:ere encotu_tered in the finite-

difference solutions of the theoretical heat-transfer models.

Central differences were used to eliminate the dependence of

the finite-difference ti_e step on the unkno:,m velocity com-

ponents lu the convection equations which would have occurred

if forward or backward differences had been used. !,laxim_un ,.,

allowable velocities _,;ereseverely restricted by stability

requirements of the finite differences, so that we could not

use as high velocities as we _ou!d hava liked to M% the solu-

tions of the convection-temperature equations. In addition

to these restrictions, more severe restrictions on the magni-

tude of a time step were imposed by the need to minimize

errors due to ntmlerical dispersion on the theoretical results t

from the natural convection model. Numerical dispersion error

terms, introduced by the neglect of second-order time deriv-

atives in the central differm_ce approximations of the bound-

ary layer energy equatlons, could not be eliminated entirely,

but they were minimized to less than I0 percent by the use of

very small time-steps.

This study is a first attempt to nodel the effects of

natural convection on a solidif_,ing system with moving bound-

aries. It is also a good basis for further, more rigorous

analyses in which the energy, moment_u,1m_d continuity equa-

tions may be solved completely.

v
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IIIT!2ODUCTION

_hase-change phenomena haw_ received wide scientific

attention for some time _d sa.eof significant importance

in many technical problems such as solidification of a

billet, formation o£ snow, solidification of an asphalt

layer, meltlug of alloys and growth of crystals. Recently,

phase-change materials have been seriously considered for

spacecraft thermal control. In concept, such materials

would be used in passive systems employing the process of

melting or solidification to remove or add themal energy .

from or to a system. Ther_nal control systems based on

solld~liquid phase change have many advantages _hich make

them useful for certain applicatlous. They are light, easy

to handle, and easily used as wall-lining elements around

electronic equipment.

When a phase-chauge thermal control material goes

from the solid to the liquid phase or vice versa, convection

currents may be set up in the liquid phase by temperature

gradients in t}_e system. These temperature gradients affect

the density of the material and hence the force of gravity

on it. Thus, the resultant convection is _o_ as gravity-

induced or natt_al convection. It is not a forced convec-

tion since no initial bulk flow is forced on the system.

1
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The p_'es.-n_tinvestil;ation _,:asaimod at studying the

effect and imDortauce of such natuA_al convection currents

on the rate of solidification, temperature profiles and

the shape of the interface of a phase-change r_.aterlal,

n-hexadecm_e (n-CI6H34) , a normal Iong-chaln parafTin that -

is liquid at normal room temperatures, It _._ashoped that

the investiG_.tion would help reveal any influence of natt_al

convection on the ability of such a phase-chs.uGe material

to control the temperature of sa_ instrument arotu_d which -

it is packaged. If convection increased heat trm_sfer

rem_mkably, a-decision would have to be made as to_the _

suitabilit_ of using such a material in--theliquid phase

, for thermal control. .q
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"":'"A PILL,...................

l,;uchtheoretical work has been presented in the

lit¢;r_ture aealino _:it.hproblems _.Jh_chare related to

physical ch_ge of state. The basic featk_'e of such pro-

blems is the ezistence of a moving bom_dary or surface

bet_._eenphases. Therefore, the problem that is most often

' considered is hm,_ to determine the _:ay in _:hlch this sur-

face or boundary moves. Heat may be liberatea__o_ absorbed

on the boundery; there _ay be a veltu_e change accompanying 1

the change of st,ate,and the thermal properties of the phases

on either side of the interface may be different for the
I

phases and may very as the change of state proceeds. There- ,
%

fore, the problem is non-linear in nature and general ana-

lytical solutions for it are not available. Some exact

solutions for models that mathematically approximate the

real problems have been obtained, mostly for infinite or

send-inflnlte geometry.

C-arsla:,_&ud Jaeger (I) were among the first to give

In-depth treatment of melting and solidification problems.

Tl_ey co._mented on the need to use numerical and finite-

difference methods in solvin_ many of the complex problems

that arise in finite geometric configtu,ations.

Many of the solutions presented in the literature

of phase-change problems are valid only if the material

3
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rudder _;tu,.].yis ini_,i,:_.].yat it_ cqui].Jbrl.ul:_,t_.mpcrature

for ,,,,,,_,,._,_'-_o_of :_ate___-_hey i_no._e the most frequently

encouJ_tered ease in which the-material under study is

initially at a ter_perature quite different from the phase-

change tempemature.

Stefan (2) was the first to give a published discussion

of a one-dimensional transient conduction problem _Lith phase

change, for a single com_,_onentor eutectic composition with

constant properties. Thus, the term "Stefan's Problem"

came to be used to describe a one-dimensional conduction .................

problem in _.'hicha semi-infinite slab initially _ constant

non-zero temperattu,e, has one face maintained at zero temper- 1

ature for time greater than zero. The solution to the pro-
% , (

blem entailed the assu;_ption that the time-dependent interface

position was proportional to the square root of the rp_r_o_duct

of time and the thermal diffusivity cf the material of the

slab.

Danckwerts (3) Booth (4) and Krelth and Romie (5) haveP

all presented analytical or semi-analytlcal solutions to

phase-cha_ge problems under various boundary and initial

conditions. Chao and Weiner (6) investigated the temperature

in a solid-llquld system while tho liquid was being poured.

The latent heat of phase change was treated as a "pseudo"-

spcciflc heat and the solution, obtained by a Laplace trans-

form technique was an integral that _:as solved numerically.

00000001-TSB01
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_<any authors u,_ed the variation_l technique to solve-

heat trr_nzfcr problczs, _,,_Ithor _,:ithouta phase change•

Chambers (7) _iot and Daughaday__(8) used this approachp • •

Blot and Daughaday studied an ablation problem in which

the melt was removed as it was formed•

The heat-balance-integral technique, an m_alytlcal

method that gives approximate solutions to a wide variety

of heat trs_qsfer problems, is used in many papers in the

literature. It is mostly used to solve non-linear prpblems

that must be solved ntunerical!y or approximately• Its big

advantage is that it chm_ges sin.energy equation from a partial ,_I

differential equation to an ordinary differential equation•

One disadvantage of this method is that the solutions ob-

tained satisfy the differential equations only on the average•

Goodman (9) a_d Poots (I0) have used this method to study heat

transfer problems.___Poots studied the two-dlmensional inward
t

solidification of a uniform prism initially at the fusion

temperatume.

In the study of more general cases of phase-change

problems, numerical analysis may be the only feasible tech-

nique available. Dusinberre (11) Pujado (12) _ Ukazlw_,

Stermole and. Golden (13) have all used finlte-difference

techniques to study phase-change problems in w!llch the heat

transfer mode is by conduction only.

I:i].ler(14) used the "surplus temperatt_e" technique

i-_- _.... .......__ _ _ '..... " ....... -I......... I II l,, ..... ,, .................... "_
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in an attor_pt to Impz_ove the pz'edictlons of the phase front.

To account for the heat abcorbed at the phase front, the

calculated temperature was pernItted to exceed the actual

melting tempera turo until an arbitrarily sclected tempera-_

ture was reached. When this temperature was reached, the

grid element containing this particular nodal point was

considered to have changed phase, and the phase front was

shifted to the next node.

Ehrlich(15) gave the implicit £1nlte-dlfference

equations for the one-dimensional melting problem with a

4
variable heat input specified as a function of time. The .4

implicit equations were then put into tridiagonal matrix 1

• forms for easy solution by Gauss elimination and by back-

substitution. Special modified equations were given for

nodes near the freezing front.

The Northrop Corporation re_orts (16, 17) presented

a survey of the p_base-chsm.geproblems involving selection

of the proper compoumds for phase-change therz:_alcontrol

devlces, evaluation of properties, and experimental study

of different test cells. Some of the physical pr_Qpertles

used in the present study on n-hexadecane have been taken

from these reports. ......

Other works on phase-chsm.ge phenomena include Bannister

and Bentilla (18) , Grodzka and Pan (19) and Chambre (20), . A

sumvey of many papers on phase-change phenomena has been

00000001-TSB03
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presented by _]uehlbauor and Su_derland._~1,r_

Convection in enclosed fluids has been _tudied exten--

sively. Unfortunately, most of the studies have been either

only experimental _,_ithno attempt at theoretical modeling_

or only theoretical with no experimental corroboration. In

addition, the majority of the studies on convection deal

_ith flat or p_allel plates and on gases. The works that

do deal with completely-enclosed liquids often have theo-

retlcal solutions that hardly, if ever, approximate real
i

situations closely.
!
i Some good texts for theoretical references on hsat trans- .,

fer _d fluid flow are Rohsenow and Choi (22) $chlichtlng (23) ,

Longwell (24)-- _d Bird Stewart and Lightfoot (25_"" The last

two reference_ were used as the-references for developing

the basic boundary-layer equations for gravity-_induced con-

vection in the present study.

Wilkes and Churchill (26) studied temperature profiles

in an enclosed rectangular cavity subject to adverse temper-

ature gradients. Their equations for gravity-lnduced free

convection were developed from the basic equations of con-

tinuity, _otion _d energy. The resultant system of equations

_ was solved by an implicit alternating-direction technique

(27)
developed by Peaceman and Rachford.

Chandraselduart28S gave an extensive treatment of
D

t

- stability and instability in fluids subject to adverse

!
J
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temperature, &Tavity and :_a_'_jneticeffects. _The method used

by Pellew told Sou_hucll (29) to linearize temperature and

velocity equations was_lso discussed. It involved-the

solution by the separation-of-variables technique, the

equations of continuity, momentum and energy in order to

determine the critical Rayleigh nu_mber (gh3ad,/_L_T}_

essary _o iniZAate free convection in a rluia heated from

oe±ow. The method ass_:_ed that motion in fluias heatea rr_om

below was cellular aua involved finite nunoers of rolls

correspona_ng _o _p_ticu-ar t;ave ntu_mers.

Leont'ev a_uaEirdyasm_in (30_ studiea conveculon _n _ .,I

fluids oi'Aarge vo±umes. They assuuea _na_, except in she i

, botmdary layer u,hich _,asvery small relative to the dimen- ,
I

sions of the fluld_ motiol! was by ideal £1ow. Ho_.;ever,the 1

maximum velocit_i occumred in the bou/idar7 layer, near the

walls, where the temperatul_e _radlent or heat flux was

largest. This ideal-flm; approximation_for natural convec-
I

tlon in completely enclosed fluids has been used by other

authors. The velocity profiles used in the present study _ _

asstuned ideal flow profiles similar to their models. This

approach _:asnecessitated by the difficulty in satisfying

all no-slip conditions on rigid boundaries of completely

enclosed fluids.

Bain (31) performed a t_;o-dimensional experimental

study of gravity-induced convection In _n enclosed liquid

00000001-TSB05
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in a rectangular cavity inclined at _u angle from _he hor-

izontal plmle. Solid-liquic_ phase chs_ge was also involved.

Personal coL_munication with Iit. Bain has revealed tha__he

is presently i_!volved in praziding theoretical ideal-flow

models to predict his experimental data.

i

!

i
I

J

!
i

_._ ,,.... .._:......._......
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Formu_ntlon of the P_.oblem

Tha_physlcal problem to be studied is the solidifica-

tion of normal hexadecane enclosed in a cell cavity of

height h (inltlal height h o) and constant square cl'oss-

sectional area of lateral dimension W. The cell is inclined

at angle a degrees measured from the horizontal plm%e. The

coordinabe axes and their origin are located _s shown in

Fi_o%u_eI with x along the cold bottom plate and y perpen-

dlcular to .it.

Some physical properties of the test material, n-

hexadecane (n-CI6H34), were t_ken from Reference 17:

Density

Solid n-hexadecane: dS = 1.0772,8.41 x 10-4 T gm/cm 3

for T &_ 290.00K -- t

Liquid n-hexadecane: dL=0.9726-6.813 x 10-4 T gm/cm 3

for 290.0°K _ T a_ '400.OeK

Specific Heat

Solid n-hexadeane: Cps=0.505 cal/(gm-°K )

for T __290.0°K

Liquid n-hexadecane: CPL=0.1626+1.164 x 10-3 T cal/(gm-°K)

for 290.00K & T & 480.O°K

Thermal Conductivity

Solid: kS=2.390 x 10"3-3.047 x IO"6 T watt/(cm-OK)

iO
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FIGUP_E I. A SECTION OF THE TEST CELL WITH COORDINATE
SYSTEH INDICATED.

r

\

\ c_t,+@_

coO_., ˆ).. coo_>_
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Liquid: kL=2.390 x 10-3 - 3.047 x 10-6 T watt/(cm-°K)

for 250°K _ T _ 425°K

Solidification temperature: Tf = 290.0°K = 16.7°C

Latent heat of solidification: Hf = 56.67 cal/gm

The cold bottom plate is maintained at temperature,

T(x,O,t) = f(t). The effects of natural convection,_ induced

by density _d temperature changes, on the solidification

rate and the temperature profiles of the paraffin are to

be studied as f_ctions of time and angle (equivalent to

changing gravity levels). By changing _Igle a, one may

vary the components of the force of gravity acting on the

system. Only density changes affecting the gl'avity term in

' the equations of motion are considered.

For this investigation, temperature-averaged properties

are used. The following properties, obtained by experiment
t

and from References 17, 32 and 33 are used:

Tf = 290.66% (experiment)
i

dS = 0.833 _n/cm 3 (experiment at 268.2°K)

dL = 0.755 gm/cm 3 (exporlment at 294.7°K)

dp = density of plexiglas (material of cell wall)

= 1,155 gm/cm 3 (experiment at 298°K)

From Reference 17:

= -6.813 x 10-4 _n/(cm3-°K) (from dL=dLo + _T)

CpL= 0.506 cal/(gm-°E) (at 296.0%, the average temp-

erature encountered in the liquid phase)

........ 00000001-TSB09
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Cp$=0.505

kS = 3.720 x 10"4 cal/(sec-cm-°K) (at 280.2°K, the

average temperature encountered in the solid phase)

kL = 3.55_ x 10-4 cal/(sec-cm-°K) (at 296.0°K)

From Reference 32:

kp = plexiglas thermalconductivity = 4.960 x 10-4

cal/(sec-cm-°K)

Cpp= plexiglas specific l_eat = 0.35 cal/(gm-°K)

From Reference 32:

z,= kinematic viscosity of n-hexadecane = 0.04 cm2/sec

Prediction of the rate of solidification and the ..i

temperature profile of the test paraffin under a g iTen set

of initial and boundary conditions are to be made using

(I) a conduction model and (2) a combined con@uction-convec-

tlon heat-transfermodel. The following definitions are

used_ For a function f(x,y,_),

6f/6% = ft ; 62f/6t2 = ft$ ; 6f/_x = fx ; _2f/6x2=fxx;

6f/6y = fy ; _2f/_y2 = fyy ; 62f/6x6y = fxy (i)

Dr/Dr = ft + Ufx + Vfy (2)

With these definitions, we have

(I) Conduction Model ; temperature equations:

Liquid phase

Tt = kL (Txx + Tyy) for Y(x,t)&y_ he (3)

= (1)

UUUUUUU/ /OD/U
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TCX,ho+hp;t ) = Ta (ii)

_:(o,y,t)_ _z0z,y,t)= o (ill)

_(x,y,o) = _ (_v)
I

Solid pha_e

Tt = _s (Txx+ _yy)foro_ y L Y(x,t) (_)

. T(x,_:,t) -- Tz (l)

_(x,O,t) = f(t) (i_)

_x(O,y,t)= Tx(W,y,t)= o (ill)

_(x,y,O) = _a (iv)
tI

In Equations (3) and (4), Ta is ambient temperatt_'ce,hp

is the thic!c_ess of the plexiglas wall of the test cell

' and _ = k/(dCp) is the thermal diffusivity of__he test

material. _ro equations of motion aA_e involved An the con-
f

dnction model.

(2) Combined Conduction-Convectio_ Model

Temperattu_e equations:

Solid phase:- Equa1_ions (4} apply.

Liquid phase

DT/D$ = _L (Txx + Tyy) (_)

Viscous heatin_ is negligible. Tllebotu_dary cor_ditions (i) to

(iv) of Equation (3) apply he_,c also.

Equation of Continuity:

ux + vy --o (6)

- O0000001-TSB11
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_ncol,_p_e. _ibSe fluid.

Equations of Motion:_

The Navler-Stokes' equation,s of motion fo__ an incompressi-

ble fluid are

dL Du/Dt = alLY (Uxx + Uyy) -Px " dLg sin a (7a)

dL Dr/Dr = alLY (Vxx + Vyy) - Py - dLg cos a (Tb).

Velocity components u and v are each zero at each of the

walls, x = O, x = W, y = O, and y = ho. At time t = O,

velocities are also equal to zero.

The temperature e(E_ations for both liquid and so-

lid phases are coupled by _ interface equation for phase 1
¶

change involving enthalpy change during solidification. This
• q

is true for both models: conduction s_d combined conduction-

convection models. The proper phase-change equation will be

discussed later.

Equations (7) may be modified as follows. Let •

P = P + p, where P is the value of the pressure in the test

cell when the1_e is no motion. Also, _ s_d _L are the values

of temperature and the den¢Ity of the test material (liquid)

when there is no motion. When there is no motion, Equations

(7) become

_lhen Equation (7'a) is subtrac_e_ from Equation (Ta), ai1_

. -- _LIL"" ._,.m_ ........ mmll

- O0000001-TSB12
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(7'b) from (7b), the followlnl modified equations are obt-

ained fox_ gx_nvity-induced natural convection as a result of

temperatua.e-caused density variations in the test material.

Ou/Ot = z.'(Uxx + Uyy) - px/_L . _._T-._) sin _ (8a)

Dv/D_ = v (vxx _ _yy) _ PJ'_L - _I(T-_) COS a (8b)

_,_here_(T-_) = _L " _L" Equations (_8)inclnda_the effect of

the angle of inclination of the test cell from the horizontal

pl_u_e. Thus the normal gravity level is modified by the angle,

Equations (8) may be further modified as follows_
%

Let a stream function, _(x,y,t), be defined by the two

equations

u --- _y (ga)

v = _X (9b)

. Thus, Equations (9) automatically satisfy the continuity

equation (6). Define a vorticity, e)(x,y,t__ by the two

identical equations

= vx - uy (lOa)

_o = _xx yy (lOb) '

Differentiate Equation (8b) with respect to x and Equatlen

(Sa) with respect to y, said subtract the result of the later

operation from the result of the former. The resultant

...._a__±
- - " _-, _ .-_m:';'-r' -" IIII ....

00000001-TSB13
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equation becomes, on the app].ic_tionof Equation (6) end

Equation (I0):

O_,)/Ot= l'((,_x + _,_yy)+ __.8g((T-_)ySln a - (_l-_)xCOSa) (ll)
dL -

Thus, Equation (ll) replaces--Equatlons.(8) as the equation

of motion. The presstu.eterms drop out of the equations.

As is sho_m in Appendix C, limitations imposed bx.

stability criteria for stable solutions by finlte-difference

approximations of Equations (5) and (Ii) or (5) and (8)
4

simultmaueouslycould not be satisfied within the limitations

of digital-computer time an_ memory available to us. In _'

order to get meaningful results from these full equations-
%

of z.otionand__temperatu_e,one would have to use very small

time and space GTid elements, values that are too small to

allow for the acquisition of meaningful theoretical data

withln.the t_u._eaa_dmemory limitations permitted to these -

' investigators by the tu_Iversltycomputer center. _
P

Therefore, the approach to be used to obtain approx-

imate solutions of Equations (5) and (8) is to use approxi-

mate velocity profiles obtained by combining an Ideal-flow

model with a vlscous-flow model.

Aon_oxizate Veleclty Profiles

Assume that (T-T)x is negligible, compared to (_-T)y.

(a) Ideal-flow Model (Maintained Convection)

!

UUUUUUU/ /OD/I-_
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Lot T.._= c u(x,y,t) where o is a construct, and let

o_=-. q ¢#(x_y_t) where q is a charactorlstlc constant.

Also, assume that _(_,,y,t) is sepal'able into a product of

functions of x, y mill t. l..'eomEquation (ll), we get

_t---vC._xz+ _pzy) �_g___o_zysin_ (12)..

_,;ithinitial and_botmdpy conEitionsL

@(O,y,t) = _(W,y,tl =_@(x,O,t) =-@(r_,h,t). (13)

When Equation_(12) is solvccl--bythe separation-of-vamlables

metllod, We get .j

_p -A sin (2n+JL)_x sin (2m+l)_y -I't(q+_2(2m+3-)2_g0)
n,m-u_,m - W • - _h e

qdLuh2
, (2n+i)2 (2m+I)2 -- (141__

_here q = _2( -- + ----- ) m=0LI,2, ; n=0,1,2,
W2 h 2 ' ••• ••.

For maintained motion (independent of time), the exponent

in the exp_t,ial term is zero, that is p

c....=..........d--L u q2h2
(.ZS)

_r2 (2re+l)2_g

When Equation (15) is put into Equation (14), we get

9n,m = An,m sin(2n+l)_x sin(2m+l)_Y-7[---" h , (16)
%

m=0,1,2,..... ; n=0,1,2,.....

Equation (16) is m%alogous to the equation for the vibrations

of a string hl which q (Equation 14) gives the character-

istic nt_bors corrospondlng to the modes. If n = m = 0j we

00000001-TSC01
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ge_ a sln_!e circulation flo_s (one finite roll) in the test

cell. Yf either n or raor both ere not equal to zero, mult-

iple rolls-result. Pigun,e 2 sho_,_ssketches of the rolls that

_;ould result for various values of m and n.

(b) Viscou_:_-flo_[_odel (First-orcler Kmqtorovich profile

approximation by variational method).

Asst_±lethat T._ = YnTo/h , _,_herenTo is the temp-

era_ume differance bet,,:eenthe hot plate at y = h and the

cold plate at y = 0. A.1_ao,assume a steady-state solution

and negligible pressume variation in Equation (Sa). There-

fore, Equation (8a), as mod.ified, becomes _ ,.

Uxx + Uyy - -------"_gylT°sin a = 0 (17) ,q
dL1_h

Assume a profile,C_= h(y/h - 2y3/h 3 + ?%/h4) X(x) (18) __

where the profile has been made to satisfy..,in the y-direotion

the boundary conditions of Equation (i_ for a stream f%kno-

tlon. From Equations (ga) and (18), we get

u = (1-6y2/h 2 + 4y3/I_3) XCx) (19)

_e funotion X(x) is to be determined by variational tecbnlque

and should satisfy the botu_dary conditions

X(O) = X(_:_)= O (20)

The apl_ropriate equation for X(x) by variational method is

"_"- ..... I , IJ _mi ..... '_;--=-_ _--:J.L_ _ - -_"-_.2i

00000001-TSC02
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obtained by Inte_rating tlleproduct of l-6y2/h2+4y3/h 3 and

Equation (17) _.Tit1_respect to y between y = 0 and y --_h.

The definition of Equation (19) for u is employed in the

inte_atlon. The resulting equation for X(xh is

_2x/dx2- (168/17h2)X +_"_'_a_osln _ = 0 (21)
17_L

On solving Equation (21) _ith the boundary conditions of

Equation (20), we get

X = _zh2lTo sin a
(.l.........sinh y(W-x)+sinh yx ) (22)

24_ L s_h yW

where y = _(1-6-8J/_ /h........... (23) --

Therefor, the first-order Kantorovieh profiles sme

u = -B(l-6y2/h2+4y3/h3)(1 -sinh y(W-x)_slnhyx) (24a)
....s__

(cosh y(W-x)-cosh yxv = Byh(y/b-2y3/h3+y4/h4) ............ _) (24b)sinh yW

= _h(y/_.2y3/h3+y4/h4)(l._i_-y(_,_-x)+sL_yx

where B'= -Pgh2_T O slu a/(24UdL)'.

The stream function of Equation (24c) gives one finite roll

(singlet flow). As it turned out, ho_,_ever,a single sy_,_c-

trlc roll could not predict the experimental dat_ In all

..... O0000001-TSCOz_
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sections of the tcst_aell_ It could predict only one half

of the test cell (C<xdW/2). _ultlple rolls given_by Equa-

tion (16) when at least one of m and n is not zera, do not

predict the entire cell perfor_Lance either.

Hence, a modified profile involving a combination _

of Equation (24c) and Equation (16) for n = m = 0 was used

to get a single roll, non-symmetric in the_x-directlon, but

symmetric in the y-direction. Equation-(!6), for n = m = 0,

was allmzed to apply fQr 0_ x &_W'/2, so that at x = W'/2, I

---A _- _ i
v = O; and u - 0,0h cos _y (25)

Equation (25) _;as obtained by applying Equstion (9a) on

' Equation (16) and letting x = W/2. W'/2 must satisfy the

relationship 2h t_.W'/_ &_W. _e second portion of the

stream f_Lucticn profile was obtained by using Equation (24c)
i

in the_range W'/2 & x & W. In addition, v from this profile !
r

was set equal to zero at x = W'/2 so that u for this paint

became

u = -_(1-6y2/l_2+D,y3/h3) at x=W'/2 (26)

Equations (25) m_d (26) should yield the same values for

u at x='/t/2. They both go to a n_axlmum, a minimum and zero

at the same points: y/h - I, O, _, respectlvely. Thus, the

mv.xlmtunvalue given by Equation (25) was set equal to the

00000001-TSC05
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mazlmu_n value given by Equation (26) to get A0,c=Bh/_.

Thus, the complete stream ftu_ction that was used was

Bhsi1_yx_in_Y
F _-7'F- ' for OL_ xL w'/2

= Eh(y/h_2y3/h3+y4/h4 )(l_Sinh ¥(W-x)+sinh y(W+x-W'))
sln__ _!) ..... '

for W'/2 & x& WJ.4 - - ..................... (27)

Figure 3 shows grapl_s of u from Equation (25) and u fro_

Equation (26) at the merging of the two portions of the

stream function in Equation (27), that is, at__x = W'/2. '.

For the present study, W'/2 3;aschosen as'0.95 W.

' So, the final form of the resultant stream function profile

that was used in this study is

Bh
-- sin _x sin_y

1.9W h ' for 0 &_ x&_ 0.95 W

Bh(y/h_2y3/h3+y4/l_4 )(l slnh y(kr-x)+sillhy(x-0.9 _';)_)I..

for 0.95 WL x ¢- 'W _8)
1

i
The in_roduction of the definitions in Equation (9) into

Equation (28) gives u and v. Hence,Equation (28) is used

in the flnite-difference solution of Equation (5) to obtain

the convection temperature profiles in the liquid phase.

Since the _.ugle, a , appears only in the term B, Equation

(28) indicates that the s_gle of inclination, a, affects
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the mas%_itude of the velocities but not their shape. In

Equation (28h, h is the t_ne-dependcnt height of the liquid

phase which becomes smaller than the height ho of the test

cell cavity as solidlfic_tion conthlues.

F:tnite-Difference AD_roximations of Ggve_nin_ Tg.,m]3erature

Ea_____at____ionus

_qe following definitions sine used. Icnore third-

order derixatives. Fi_e 4 explains the space-grid arrange.-

merit.

Cent raL-di fferencc appr oximat ions ,,J

_(i+1,j)- T(i-l,j)
......-..........;_ = Tx (29i)

2 AX
!

_(i,j+l.)- T(i,j-1)_
2 _Y - ' = _y (2911)

_(i+J.,j)- 2_(i,j)+ ,_(i-l,j).
.... -......... - _x (29iii)a(_4__2 x

' T(i,J+l) - 2T(i,j) + T(i,J-1)

.... _ (ay)2"-- _ . = Tyy (291v)

Forward-difference approximations

T'(i,j) - T(i,j)

.............. = Tt + ½6tTtt (29V)
At

_(i+1,j)- T(.i.,J)
_ _ = Tx + iaXTxx (29vi)&x

- 00000001-TSC08
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_(i,j+1)- T(i,J)

....................._y = Ty + "_&_yTyy. (29vll)

Backward-dlfference appro'__

T.(i,j).-_(i-_,J)
.................= _x " _X_xx (2_vlll)

AX

, _(i,j).-_(i,j-1)
_____ . .a-.& (29ix)

_Y = Tz ........a yTyy

i Coeff icients:

GI = I - 2X_t('11(_x)2 + 11(ay)a ) (30i)

Oa = _tl(_x)2 (30IAL_."

" G3 = k_t/(_y) 2 (30111)

CI = 2dpCpphp + dLCpL_Y _30iv)

i. C2 = kL_Y + 2kphp (.3Or)

i G4 = 1 .-_(C2/(_x)2 + kL/_y + kp/hp) (30vl).

G5 = _c2/(ci(_x)2) (3ovid)

G6 = 2_tkL/Cl_y (30vlil)

' G7 = 2_tkp/Cih P (301x)

G8 = G2 + u(i,j)&t/2_x (31i)

G9 = G2 - u(i,J)&t/2_x (3111)

GIO = G3 + v(i,j)&t/2&y (31ill)

Oll= G3 - v(i,j)_t/2_y (31iv)
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On the application of the central-difference, spa__Gce

defiD.ttions and the tlme-forv.,ard-difference definitions to .........................

Equations (3), (4) and (5), we get the following sets of

equations. Second-order time derivative is ignored.

(I) Conduction Model

Liquid phase

T'(i,j) = GiLT(i,J) + O2L(T(i+I,j ) + T(i-l,j)) +

G3L(T(I,j+I) + T(i,j-1)),_for 2 L i &_M-1

and NS(i)+I &_.j &_.N-1 (321)

T'(1,j) = GILT(1,j ) + 2G2LT(2,J ) +.G3L(T(1,J+I )

+ T(1,J-1)), for NS(1.)+I &_ j &_ N-1 (32ii)

• TU(M,j) = GILTT(M,J) + 2G2LT(M-!,J) + G3L(T(M,J+I)

)),NS(M)+I &. j &_ N-1 (32iii)

T,(i,_)- %_(i,N)+ QsCT(i+i,_).+ TCi-I,N))+

G7Ta +G6T(I,N-I) , for 2 &_.i & M-I (32iv)

T'(1,N) = G4T(1,N) + 2GsT(2,N) + G6T(1,N-1 )i

+ o?_a (32v)

, T'(M,N) = G4T(M,N) + 2GsT(M-1,N ) + G6T(M,N-1 )

"_GTTa (32vi)

Solid phase
%

T'(i,J) = GIsT(I,J) + G2s(T(I+I,J ) + T(i-l,j))
@

+ G3s(T(I.,J T(i,j-1)), for

2 &_ i&_.M-l, 2 &_ J &_ NS(1) (331)
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T'(1,J) ="GIsT(1,j) + 2G2sT(2,j) + G3s(T(I,j+I)

+ T(I,j-I))_ for 2 &_ J &_NS(1) (331i)

T'(H,J) = GIsT(M,j) + 2G2sT(M-I,j) + G3s(T(M,j+i)

! + _(r_,j-i)),zor2 _LjL_NS(_) (32111)

T'(i;1) = f(t), for 1 &_.i &_M (331V)

(2) Combined Conduction-Convectlon Nodel

Solid phase:- The solld-phase Equations (331) to (331v) of

t_heconduction model apply here in their entirety,

Liquid phase

T'(I,J) = GILT(i_J) + G8LT(i-I,j) • G9LT(I+I,j) +

GIoLT(i,j-1) + GIILT(i,j+I), for '_

2 L_i L__.i-1, Ns(i) ._ _ j L_N-1 (34i)

• Equat_Is (32ii) to[32vi) also apply here in their entirety.

In Equation (32) to Equatio_ (34), subscripts L

an&S on a coefficint _m_ply that the_propertles of liquid

and solid test material a_e to be used respectively.

C_Iculatlon of the Phase-c_e Rate and the Height of the

So_-id Phase

In Equations (32-)to (_4): NS(i) is the number of

y-nodes in the solid phase given as a ftuaction of horizon-

tal location x (that is, i_x). Thus, the height of the

solid phase _t any time t is given by the equation

x'(i,t)-_y(1;s(1)-o.5),fori__M _na,':s(1)_-2(35)

s
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If NS(i) - I, then Y(i,t) is on the cole bottom plato and is

equal to &y/2. NS(i) and Y(i,t) must satisfy, at s_ly time,

the follo_.,inginoqu_tlons.

I L N_(i)L__._,for i _Li L_M _ ,-¢36i)

0 &_ Y(i,t) _ h, for I_-i _&M (3611)

At any time t, NS(i) is evaluated as follows. Firstly, _

T(i,l,t__= f(t) is checked to see if f(t) _&Tf. The first

time that f(t) &. Tf, NS(i) is set equal to I for all

I I _L i d_M to see if T(i,NS(i)old_ 1) L_ Tf. If it is, then a

' new NS(i) is obtained from the equation NS(i) = NS(1)old + i

for-that particular i, and thenceforth, that node is .',. _,_

treated as a node in the solid _ohase.

The latent heat of solidification is used to modify

the specific heat of the solid phase so as to incorporate

i the effect of change of phase. It is assumed that, since

the rate of change of phase is so slow and the solid phase

• is at a much lo_er te_perature than the liquid phase, most

of the heat liberated by solidification goes to warm up the

solid phase in the form of sensible he_t. Thus, s_i effective
.

; heat capacity Cps , based on a lumped average temperature,

Tar = _(Tf+T(x,O,t)) = _(Tf+f(t)), of the solid phase iS

defined to include ti,ephase-change enthalpy change:

Enthalpy chm_ge = Latent heat + Sensible heat gain (37i)
per gl.am per gram per gram

_'=-_- ........_-=_----''"" .... 00000001-TSC12
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TbJ,_, cps(Tf-.Tav) = I-_f+ cps(_.-J.av). (37i_)

So, we obtain a1_ cquatlcn for the effective specific
_,_.

heat CpS :
*

cps-Cps + 2Hf/(Tf-f(t))• (38)

Cps , instead of Cps , is used in the calculations of the

temperattu_e profiles of the solid phase in Equation-(30)

and Equation (33). '_o separate interface equation is now _.

needed.

Therefore, to stm_narize, when the _emperature of a

node In the liquid phase equals_or_drops below the solid-

if_icatlon temperature, Tf, the node is henceforth treated

as a node in the solid phase, and c_s , instead of Cps , is

used to calculate solld-phase temperatures so long as

solidification is in progress. Thus, Equation (28) to

Equation (38) a_'e stufflcient to determine the temperature

profile, the rate of solidification, and the streamlines *

in the test cell at any time t.

Scabilit_ C_Iteria for the F_ite-Difference Approximatlqns
_ , _ _ R, , L

(I) Conduction Nodel

.The stability criteria for this model a_e

oz _ o ; % A o (39)

for both liquid and solid phases, l_Tom Equation (39), maximum
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allo_able &t for glvcn L'4 an_!o_y _'e evaluated. Which-

ever &t from Equation (39) is smallen is the controlling

&t for a stable solution. It is recom_ended that a smaller

value of &t thau the maximtml _!lowable _t be used. The

sz_aller the value of _t, the smaller the error in the

flnite-difference approximation gets. Fol_ our system, G1

controls the allo_able _t.

(2) Conduction-Convectlon Model

The stability criteria of Equation (39) also ap/oly

here. Other criteria a_e imposed on velocity, thus:

G8 > O; G9 > O; > O; and > 0 (40)_ _ Glo _ Gll -

These inequalities yield the following restrictions on u

and v:

lu(i,j_ <_ 2kL/_X , Iv(i,j)l __ 2_L/_y (41)

Thus, for a given _x or _y, a memimum allowable absolute

value of u or v may be determined. The resultant velncities

evaluated for our test material are small, a fact that

caused tho difficulty in finding any stable flnlte-dlffer-

ence solutions foz the full-bloom coupled equations of

energy and motion so long as the g_,avlty term remained in

the velocity equations,

The velocities obtained by differentiating Equation

(28) with respect to x or y must satisfy Equation (41).

K_
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With the experi_:entally-observe_i tempe1_atu:,edlffercnce

between the hot told the cold plates, we could not use the

full magnitude of Equation (28) without violating_Equations

(41). So, we restricted the maximum velocities that we used

to be 95 percent of the maximum velocities perJni_ttedby

Equations (41), and the const_qt B in Equation (28) was

modified accordingly. If the maximum permitted velocities,

in stead of some slightly lower values were used, o_

solution wot_d be in the critical region.where a small

round-off err_or from the digital computer could_make the

solution tu:stable and meaulngless. Table 1 gives the time

elements and velocities permitted by stability restrictions

and the aatual values used in our calculations.

Table I: TI_.iET,T_,'_,,_------- .,_.,_..._._L_-_AHD VEL_O_C-ITIESAI,LOWABLEBY STA-
I_.TT "F_I"V" _:)TtT_v?,)'{'A

_x = &y; _L - 9.306 x 10-4 cm2/sec

Space Element Time Element u(max) v(max)
ax(cm) _h(sec) (cm/sec) (cm/sec_

0.254 17.33 7.32 x I0-_3 2.75 x lO"3
0.127 4.33 IL .65x lO' 5.49x 10"
0_1635 1.08 29.31 x I0TM 10.99 x I0"_

Actual values used:

6x = 0.127 cm; at = 1.0 sec; u(max) - 13.92 x 10-3 cm/seo;

v(max) = 5.22 x 10-3 cm/sec

Error A_p?_Si_pf - the Central_Diffc_ence !:ethod Use___

(i) Conduction Model

b
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The term:] i;_nol_edin the finito-dlf£erence aPl)roxi-

matlons are of the order of (ax)ZTxx/6, (&y)2Tyy/6, and

_&tTtt. These terms _re assumed to be small provided Z_x,

Ay and At az'e s_nall. We ran otu_ digital-computer programs

for--a square-grid system (Ax = by) for-different values of

AX and At. We found _ a solution at AX = O_IZL7 cm, Z_t =

2.0 sec was not much different from a solution at _x =

0.0635 cm, At--= 1.0 SeC (see Table 2), but _mvolved quite

a large difference in computation time. Hence, we assumed

that the solution had converged at _x = 0.137 cm and At =

2.0 sec, _d therefore, used _t : 1.0 sec and AX = 0.127 cm ._

for computation.
q

Table 2: CT_RCI"FOR COLT\_C<%_-_E__OF___FIh'I.___TErDIFFEEE_CESOLUT!ON
.Ll_.':,CO::D_JC';']:O:,;I.,ODEL

OK* oK*
Time AX : 0.127 cm &x = 0.0635 cm

(ZOO0 sec) At : 2.0 sec _t = 1.0 sec

: 0.36 299.636 299.638
1.44 293.139 293.150
2.16 291.272 291.277
2.52 290.622 290.660
2.88 290.]85 290.205
3.60 289.472 289.500

26o
5.04 287.557 287.606

5.76 286.361 286.161
6.48 285.226 285.202
7.20 284.161 284.112

_:Calculated temperature
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(2) Conduction-Convection Model

The errors inherent in the finite-difference approx-

imations of .the-conduction model are also present in the

combined conduction-convection model. But the moa_ import-

ant source of error is due-to hidden numerical dispersion

temms.. These are terms that are introduced inadvertently

into the original temperature equations (Equation 5), when

fini_.Ifference approximahlons that ignore second-order

derivatives are used. In the backw,ard- and the forward-

difference approximations both the second-order space

derivatives e_d the second-order time derivatives contrl- I

bute to these dispersion error terms. In the central-diff.

• erence method, only the second-order time derivative
, q

I

introduces the nt,Jnericaldispersion error terms. This kind i

of error cmqnot be avoided by using time-implicit finite- .......

difference techniques. The numerical disperslozL errors

are revealed in the central-difference method as follows:_

If Equation (34i) is re_.mlhten in terms of derivatives

by using Equation (29) without ignoring the second-order

" time derivative, the resulting equation is:

_AtTtt + DT/Dt = kL (Txx + Tyy) (42)
%

By comparSmg Equation (42) and Equation (5), we find that

an extr_ term _tTtt has been introduced into the orlginal

Equation (5) by the finite-difference approximation tha_

ignored second-order time derivative Ttt. By dlfferentlat-
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ing Equatlon.-(5) with respect to t, Ig_noring third- and

higher ordol, deriw.tivcs, _uld i.utroducing the _esult into

Equation (42) we get, on fumther rearrangement:

OT/Ot= (i u2 t) xx (XL-  v2at)Tyy-uv tTxy (43)

I -
Thus, the finite-difference (central-dlfference) approx-

imation has introduced ..theextra terms -_.u2ntTy_<, -._-V2Tx_t

and -uZ_Tx_.t_into the original Equation (5). These are the

numerical-dispersion terms. The n_nerical-dispersion co-

efficients -_-u2at, -._-v2_ttold -uvmt must be compared against

kL to see ho_,n_uch error is introduced. They could introduce .

devastatingly significant errors. Errors due to dispersion

• terms donor arise _ the conduction model but in models

involving the boundary-layer equations of energy and motion.

T"nese errors c_ be reduced but not eliminated by including

hi,her-order derivatives of _ime in the difference approx-

imations or hy re_uclng the magnitudes of the velocity

components s_d/or time step. Table 3 gives the magnitude

of the dispersion coeffinients evaluated for otu- problem i11

which kL = 9.306 x lO"4 cm2/_ec, Ureax - 13.92 x iO"3 cm/sec,

m_d Vmax = 5.2 x lO"3 cm/sec.

Note that, although it is d_sirable to decrease _y

and _x and thereby increase maximum allowable velocities

due to s_ability restrictions, the dispersion error terms

i

I
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Table 3: t_mTTn_,T_."OP DIoP .....,_0_ O_OEVFICIE!!TSCOZPARED

kL = 9.306 x.lO "4 cm2/sec
u = 13.92 cm/sec; v - 5.22 cm/sec; x = y = O.127cm

At .[_-u2at _-v2nt uv_t
(sac) (cm2/seo ) (cm2/sac) (cm /sac )

6.0 O.625kT 0.088k, +0. 468kT
4..o o._16x_ o.o59z_ _o. 312x[,

, 2.0 0.208k_ O. 029k[ _0.156kv
" _ l.O 0 .lO$kf O.O15k_. _0.078k_.

o.5 o.o52x_ _+o.o39xEo.ooTx_
f

increase with increasing velocity or decreasing _x and _y.

We ram digital-computer proo_rams for the conduction-convec- ,,_

I tion model at different values of _t for the. stone_x_:_y

:0o127 cm that was used for the conduction model. We found

i that the dispersion terms did no_ make any significant

difference at nt : 1.0 sac. At _t-= 6.0 sec, the numerical

dispersion terms made a substantial difference in the

, accuracy of the theoretical results. The time required to

complete a computer program to acquire the equivalent of

two hours of experimental time was prohibitive_for At _ 1.0

sec. Perhaps, a faster computer would be very helpful. We

conjecture that the ntumerical-dispersion coefficient -uv_t

cotu_teracta some of the effects of the coefficients -_u2_t

and -_v2_t, so that, when the last two-mentioned are of the

o_der of lO percent of kg' t_e net error effects are much

smaller th_x that.

" " - 00000001-TSD05



It happened also, that in our system, the maximum

temperatm_e _radlonts in the liquid phase ocaur along the

y-coo_dinate directioni that is, in the direction such

that IvT_>>luTe!.Thus, v had a lot more influe_ce on the

inaptitude of the temperature profiles than u did. But a
I

glance at Tahle 3 reveals that the error terms due to v

alone in the dispersiou terms are much smaller than those

introduced by u. Thus, the numericaL-dispersion terms did -

not_have as much influence on the theoretical results as --

as they ;zould if the maximu_ temperattu_e g_,adients had been

"- - 00000001-TSD06



The principal elements of the equipment were a tes_

cell, a 24-charmel multipoint temperatm_e recorder, and a

refrigerator. The atcxiliary elements were copper-consts_%tan

thermocouples, a pouTen-driven liquid pump, methanols some

pipes and tubings, and a test-cell stand that could be

swivelled to various inc!i_led positions from the horizontal 1

plane. The test material, n-hexadecane, _,,asliquid at the
I

ambient temperatures for the experiments.

T_est Cell: The hast cell (Fig. 1 s_qd 5) had a con-

stant cross-sectlon of external dimensions 12.70 cm, and

an overall height of 9.20 cm. It was oomposed of a copper

cooling chamber soldered to ene face of a O.32-cm-thlck

copper plate (henceforth refer_red to as tl_ecold plate or

the bottom p!ate)_hlch _as in turn bolted a_.d glued _o t

one end of a plexiglas frame. E_e frame _as glued and

bolted to a 1.27-cm-thick plexlglas plate on the other end.

Thus, the plexiglas f1_ame, together with the plexlglas plate

on one end and the coppe_ plate on the other end formed a

lO.16-cm-square, 3.81-cm-high cavity _ith 1.27-cm-thick

walls for containing the test material, normal hexadecane.

E_e coollns chm_qber was constructed from 0.64-c_ copper

plates soldered together.

38 i d
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The test cell carried twenty-fo1_ copper-con_ts_Itan

thermocouples located at certain measured locations. Table

(4) details the thermocouple locations. The coordinates

given in the table were located and fixed as sho_u_ in Figure

(1) and Figure (5). The positions could be off by ± 0.16 cm

because of the limitations in the measuring accuracy.

Table 4: OT_W=_'_T:=T_ LOCATIOI,'SIN TEST CELL

X = horizontal distance (parallel to the cold bottom
plate), st_ting from lallh_norner of test-cell
cavity

y = vertical distance from cold bottom plate_

Each distance could be off by ± O.16 cm
• I

No. = the number assigned to a thermocouple 1

No. x cym No. x y No. x y(cm) ( ).... (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm)

1 2.54 0.00 13 2 03 1.52 z3 0.00 2.54
4 8.13 0.00 20 4_,.._, 1.52 u 10.16 2.54

21 4.06 1.02 8.13 1.52 15 3.05
24 6.10 1.02 9 2.03 2.29 18 6.10 3.05
17 8.13 1.02 19 4.06 2.29 11 8.13 3,05
2 o.oo 22 6.o 2.29 7 2. 43.8
5 10.16 1.27 12 8.13 2.29 10 7.62 3.81

Tem_ratur_e Recorde_._P:The recorder was a 24-channel,

multipoi_t recorder sold by ACCO Brlstol (34) model 66A-

24 PGC 570, that operated on 120 volts of 60-cycle alSer-

nating current. It recorded temperatures in degrees Pahren-

!
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heir in the range -I00 OF to +200 °F ( 199.83 OK - 366.49 OK).

It had a chart drive speed of 2.54 cm per minute and print

speed of 2 seconds per point. The cha'.'tcould be read with

an accuracy of eO.27 °K (0.5 °F).

Pu___: The pump used to circulate the coolant_ (methanol)

from the refrigerator to the test cell was a Chemical Rubber_

Company (35) "No-Seal" centrifugal pump, Model ABIPOOSN#.

It operated on llS-valts, 60-cycle alternating current only.

It could attain 59 revolutions per second and pump from

441.6 cc per second at a head of 30.5 cm to 262.8 cc per L

second at a hexad of 274.3 cm trader normal atmospheric

conditiona.

Refrigerator: The refrigerator for the coolant was a

Bar Ray oLBrooklyn, New York, Model 557T refrigerator that ...........1

operated on a 60-c.vcle, 115-volt alternating current. It

had a regulator that could be used to adjust the steady-state

temperature to which the raf_-igerant was cooled.

A schematic diagram of the assembled equipment is shown
X '

in Figure (6). A two-way tap-control valve permitted the

., circulation of the coolant in an auxiliary circuit__mtil

temperattu,e equilibration was achieved in the coolant. ........................................................................

Experimental Procedure

The test material, n-hexadecane, (liquid at normal room

temperature) was introduced into the test-cell cavity through

a filler-port. An excess of the material was allowed to

m
R

mm
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collect in m_ expra_siou cbamOcr coralected to a reservoir

of t._le_e._5-,_ate_,ial In this-way, ai_'pocl_ets in the tes_

cell were kept Co a mlnimtu_ as the solidification progressed_

Dy the introdi_ction oi'new "_est material to ass_ne the v_o-

ated voluble.

The te_:_peratm_ereool_der was turned on at the same_time

as the pu_np was turned on to circulate cold methal%ol to cool

tae bottom plate of t}letest cell. By use of the auxiliary

cireuit_ a step change in the te_pel'atume of tile test cell

could De achieved. Ti_eexperiments _,:ereperl'or,nedwith the

' icell incline_ at the iollow_ng angles from the florlzontal

pla_%e: O°, 15° , 30°, _5o and bOo. Studious attempt was J

, ma_e to approximate the sa,__,starting c_ditions for all

runs-- the same cooling rate, the same low temperature for

the coolant and the s_%me am0_ent temperattu.e. The amblenh

temperature was--approximately controlled by setting the room

thermostat at a consts.ut level fo_ about 2_ hours before

an experimental rim. Before each run _ne tnermocouples

were caliorated on the recorden by testing against room temp-

erature as _ecordea oF a mercury thermometer. When all

2_ tnermocouples reco_-ded the same temperature within

+-0.27 OK, the experiment was begums, l_oom temperature was

watched continually d_n'ing the course of m% experiment via

a mercury thermometer. The _emperature _t the start of an

experiment, as recorded Dy _he Z_ tnermocouples, usually



did no :'Late1'_om th:,_t_ecol_ded by the me1_ctu_ythermo-

meter by ;oz, e that 1.I OK. Flo:,rof coola_t was kept approx-

imately c,)_v_ from run to run by_openinG all the valves

to their ftullest extent. The ptwlp bad only one _poed setting.

The low temperature of the coolant was regulauad_by the

"cut in" temperature of the refrigerator which was set_constant

at about 272 OK. Methanol was used_as the coolant because

it stayed liquid at this low temperature _llereas water be-

came ice. With such a setting, the coolo_qt could be_brought

to a low temperature of about 270 OK.

The experiments were usually terminated after about

2 hours ,_en more thm_ half of-the best material had solid- ',

I ified. The temperatures, read from the charts, were then

" plotted against time. The bottom-plate temperattu_es were

! fitted into a polynomial ftulction of time, comprising a ramp

'. decay followed by a constant temperature. For a given set
,: of starting conditions, the experiments were repeated to

i tes_ for reproducibility.

_ ' _ne test material was practical n-hexadecane (n-CI6H3_)

i _ distributed by the Eastman Kodak Company (36) for chemical

e

_ ptu_poses. It had small impurities that influenced its solid-ification temperattt_e. The solidification range was given

by the m_ufacttu_er _s 291.O °I_ - 2_9.2 °K, However, we
12

found that our sample froze at 290.0 °X (17,5 °C).

D

i i
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Test fo_ t.h_Re'oro_uc'].L_ili_I:,_of Exoe_._i_entalDat_.aa

Two axpcri_neutal runs under similar conditions of

! a_gle oi' i_olination of test cell, cut-in tenperature of

re _i_eratnr, flow rate of coolanh, chart speed and ambient

temperatures a_ close as possible to each other were teahed

for the reproducibility of the data. It--_._as-estimatedthat -

experimental errors due to thermocouples, chart reading,

and ambient temperatt_e would cause as much as ±0.83__oK

error in the experimental data. Thus, the-mean of the differ- ,

ences of-the temperatures recorded by the same tkermocouple

in both experimental runs were estimated with a 99_ AeveA

_ of confldence.

First of all the temperatures were plotted on the

I same temperattu.e-versus-time graph. Then_ 17 points were

! selected on the time axis and the temperatures of the two

runs were read off. The difference of the temperatures

I. was obtained for each of the seventeen polntSo Thus, a

1 sample mean of-the differences and a sample standard devia-

tion were calculated. A confidence interval _as calcula?ed

at the 99% level of confidence. If the confidence interval

fell within ±0.83 oK, the data were accepted as reproducible.

These calculations _ere performed for each of the 24 the_mo-
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couples for a given pair of experimental ruus rudder test.

Fis. 7 ;_ives s_:]ple graphs for test_]g reproducibility of

data for experimental Runs 9 s_d I.O_L__

Let ei b_. the difference between temperatures recorded

by the same thermncouple between a pai:_ of experimental

runs under identical conditions at a point i in time and

! leh _ be the mea_ of a sample of size n of such differences.

Then the true mean me of the differences, at 99f_level of

confidence, lies in the interval

-ts/vq_ ( me < ___+ ts/_ inclusive (44)

where s is the standarc_,deviation of the sample of size n, _ 1

and t is calculatea from _ne Student t-dlstribution at the _

upper (>._% tail.

_or o_n_ system, _0.005, 17 = 2.921, and n = 171

n _. n
n Z e- - (2 %)2

s = i=_i I=I (45)
, n(_ _-)- '

Thus, the confidence interval is

- 2.921s/_'7 _ me < _ + 2.921s/_. (46)

This inte1_val must lie within the limits of experimental

error before a pair of ryes may be accepted as being repro-

ducible. The test for reproduc._.billty of data was performed

00000001-TSE01
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for all 8 _pairs of r_is and for each thermocouple. Table 5

shows a sample test result for experimental Runs 9 and 10.

Table 5: REP_0DUCIBILITY TEST BET,JEE;_RU!( 9 A_'D R[_ I0

The decision "accept" means that resulta are repro-
ducible. The confidence interval must lle within
+0.83 °K for the results to be accepted as reproducible. ___
Level of confidence = 99%.

Thermocouple _ OK s OK Confidence- Decision--
Nttmber Interw_l °K-

1 0.033 0.092 -0.033, 0.098 accept
2 0.065 0.251 -0.112, 0_243 accept
3 0.278 0.278 0.081, 0,474 accept
4 0.033 0.092 -0.033, 0.098 accept

0.040 0.407 -0.247, 0.328 accept0.251 0.334 0.014, 0.488 accept
7 0.069 0.209 -0.079, 0.217 accept
8 0.053 0.458 -0.271, 0.377 accept
9 0.125 0.131 0.033, 0..217 accept

10 0.152 0.316 -0.072, 0.376 accept
11 0.180 0.239 0.001, 0.349 accept
12 0.243 0.250 0.066, 0.420 accept
13 0.1.76 0.154 0.067, 0.285 accept .......
14 0.229 0.202 0.086, 0.372 accept
15 0.114 0.167 -0.004, 0.232 - accept
16 0_051 0.117 -0.032, 0.134 accept
17 0.090 0.343 -0 153, 0.333 accept
18 0.238 0.244 0:065, O.411 accept
19 0.066 0.288 -0.139, 0.270 accept
20 0.040 0.173 -0.083, 0.163 accept
21 0.033 0.280 0.082, 0.231 accept
22 0.131 0.210 -0.018, 0.279 accept
23 0.049 0.293 O.158, 0.256 accept
24 0.107 0.185 0.024, 0.238 accept

%

Table 6 lists all 16 experimental runs in p_irs according

to reproducible pairs.

I
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• "'......... ._U:_oLISTED I[_;REPRODUCIBLE PAIRS

Fi_,st values of tem.oeratm, e correspond to experimen-
tal rtu1_ sho'm first in the first column.

Runs ao Ta, °I¢ Cold plate steady
temperature_ VK - ----

I; 2 0o 300.7;300.'7 270.4; 27_._
3; 4 0o - 300.1; 300.4 289.8; 269.8
5; 6 15° 298.7; 298.7 270.4; 270.4
7; 8 600 298.7; 298.7 270.4; 270.4
9; 10 300 301 2; 301 5 269 8" 269.8

11; 12 450 300.1; 300.! 269:8; 269.8
' 13; 14 45° 301.5; 301.5 269.8; 2.69.8

15; 16 60° 301.5; 301.5 270.4; 270.4

Presentation _of Experimental and Theoretical Data

The experimental data_for all the 16 exporimental

runs are presented in Appendix A. Figures (8) to (18) show

comparisons of experimental and theoretical data. The

experimental runs were performed under conditions listed

; in_Table 6_ Figures (8) and (9) were obtained for experl-

i mental runs with the cell sitting on a horizontal plane.

X

i Remarkably good agreement was obtained_between the experl-

mental data and theoretical conduction data, thus indicating

that when the cell was sitting on a horizontal plane, heat

transfer was by conduction with negligible convection.

Obviously, a convection model could not predict the results

of Figures (8) and (9). The data have been presented accord-

lug to distance y from the cooled bottom plate. The data

from the experimental runs at angle 0o (horizontal) indi-

cated that temperatures were functions of $ime and distance,
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yL__om the cooled plate, o,_tnot of horizontal distance x,

as'would be expected from a conduction model with our given

boundary conditions•

Figures (10) to (18) present results obtained with

the test cell inclined at different _ugles from the horizontal,

starting with a 15o angle. A study of the experimental points

on these graphs reveals the presence and importance-of con-

vective heat transfer. Now, the temperature prfo_f_lles_become

functions of horizontal distance x. Here, again, as in

Figures (8) _d (9), the temperat_'e graphs have been arranged i

according to vertical distance y from the cold plate• At_a

given vertical distance y, the maximum and minimum tempera-

, tures along a horizontal direction, x, have been plotted on q

! the same _r.aph Other thermocouples with In-between temper-
L

atures have been plotted singly. Thus, the separatlonof

i temperatures caused by convection along a horizontal direction

{ was revealed in each case•
!

The general effect of convective heat transfer would ....

appear to be increased heat-trmlsfer rate, resulting in lower

temperatures throughout the cell and faster freezlug rate

thanwould be obtained with conduction heat transfer only.

Also, convection changed the shape of the interface from

being flat to a ourved shape (Fig• 13). More _k_eezlng occurred

near the pivot x = 0 of angle of inclination than near x = W.

The effect of increasing angle was to increase the
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coollng-do_n of that part of the cell to the right of the

plane x = W/2. The greater the angle of__Inclination, the

more the cell_is cooled dm.m below pure conduction tempera-

ture"profile. It would seem that after certain tamperattule

gradients were achieved, the cooling rate was greatly re-

duced. The magnitude of maximum devic.tion of temperature

along a horizontal dlrection at a given helgh__t y, from the_

I cold plate was observed experimentally to dapend more-on the

temperature difference between initial temperature Ta and

solidification temperature, Tf. Rough estimates of this

difference-_erefound to be approximately _(Ta - Tf) irre-

spectiwe of the angle of inclination.__Ho_ever, the rate of

, attainment of such maximu_ differences differed with angles

and could not be estimated.

Figures (10).............to (18) show trends in temperature pro-

, files as solidification with convection progressed. The .........

theoretical curves could not be brought to match closer

, with the experimental curves, because stability limitations

from the finite difference approximations of the temperature

equations would not allow us to use the maximum possible

i velocities from the velocity profiles.

If velocities could be increased without violating

the stability criteria of the finite difference solutionS,

then it is felt that it would be possible to reach the proper

maximum velocity _hm:. the theoretical and experimental curves

i
i
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would b(:' ry close to each other. At such a time one could

calculote c:'pirically the maxir_]umvelocities for the syst_e_m

as functions of e_iglem. With the true mo_xlmum velocities

kno_.m.,one could then find the proper value__of (T - ._)

involved in the gravity approximations in the velocity

profiles.

Rough estimates of fractions of maximum velocities

that we actually used were obtained as follows. At the

star_ of convection, o.critical Rayleigh number was assumed

based on values available in the literatura. From the

critical Rayleig}_ number,AT o at the start of convection was
")

computed _u_dused in Eqt_tioi_ (28) to calculate the maximum

velocity component U*max (Umax_Vmax). Then, ratios of the

actual Ureax used and this computed U_'max were obtalned for

i different angles. The ratios were then the fractions of
- initial maximum velocity (or in other words, gravity levels)

that we could attain at the very start of convection. Equa-

tion (47) gives the r_el__hip for the velocity ratios or.

gravity level Q:

Q = 0.95 (2kL/_X)/Bcr - 45.6ho/Racarx sirLa --(47)

where Racr= critical Rayleigh number

= = ' Ocr/I )
and he= height of liquid in test cell at the start of
conveo$10_ ,
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A half of the height of the liquid phase at the start of

convection was used b_cause the temperature gradient was

still confined to y< h/2. The factor 0.95 appeared in

Equation (47) because we used 95% of the maximum velocity

allo_ed by stability requirements of the finite difference

solution.

Table 7 shows gravity levels (fractions of maximum
i

velocity obtained) against magnitudes of s_gle of _nclina-

tion _. It shows that, as the angle of inclination In-

creased, our stability- allowable maximum velocity became

a smaller fraction of the maximum velocity predicted by ._I

Equation (28) at the start of-convecti>n. As solidification
4

• progressed, the velocity in the system could approach the

actual_maximum velocity that we use_i and could also hacome

smaller than that. It must be emphasized that the-gravlty

levels in Table 7 correspond to the start of convection only.
t

Table 7: GRAV!TY LEVELS .AT START OF CONVE_CT!ON. (Q).

_x = 0.127 cm. Rac r - 3,500

Ureas:actually used = 1.9_L/Ax - 13.92 X 10-3 ore/see _

_L --9.306 X 10-4 cm2/sec

a__20 Gr_avity Level._Q

15o o.68
3o_ O.39

0.2864o5°°

- O0000001-TSEO8
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't.1 f_ '-_,.I,J;IiF,8. EXP'_III:E_TTALAITDTHEORNTICAL DATA FOR I{U_-/:

_...-. 0o ; Ta = 300.66o[{

| , ,,

(a) Temperat_'e of cold plate (y=0).

x Thermoc'ple Expt. Conduction
(cm) No. (theory)

295 2.54 1 (_

8._3 4 (D .....

290

00000001-TSE09
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FiGU!Ig 8 (cont&). IIUN 2: _I= 0o ; Ta = 300.66°K

,, ! . _j ...... i L _ . ! ,,

305 I (c) TcI@e_'abu_'eab Y "=1"27 cm 1x Thel,moc. E::pB. Conduction

300(_ (c_n) ^ (t_o_v)
""k o.oo 2 ut

o_ _ zo.16 5 _)

290

_?zi,._._(loos_c)
-. ' I ..... | , I I

(d) Temperature at y = 1.52 cm
305 - x- Thermoc. Expt. Conduction"

(cm) (theory)

2.03 13M _ 4.06 20 _ ----------
o 3oo__ 6.1o 23 " __

• •
295

P,

290 ]
12 24 'jd '_8 60 72

TII_ (I00 SEC) _

, , I I , I ,I ,, , I

' _ (e) Temperature at y = 2.29 cm I
o 305 x (cm) Thermoc. Expt. Conduct(theo_

i 2.o3 9 ----- I4.06 19 , .
_ 6 .I0 22 /X

295

o@
= 12 _4 36 /4a 60 72

TII:E (i00 SEC) !

O0000001-YSEIO
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f,q_,_i_,_8 (conwd) i:dJ!:2 ' n= 0° . Ta = .$00.66 OK

l_......-_..,.:. at _ = 2.54 cm .I
1

305 x (c_;i)Theriloc. _,,pt. Conduct (theory)I
_ o.oo 3 (D ............ I
o lO.16 6 E] I

I

_ 2_, _6 :76 6o 72

mL,.:E_(_00s_c)
* , I I I I

(g) Temperature at y = 3.05 cm

x(cm) Tl_ermoc. Exot. Conduct (theory)

4.06 15 ,
305 __ 6 .I0 18 - -

il 6_'_" 8.13 II (_

,_ 004 ',

'' __. ,.. 295 ,

TIHE (I00SEC)
!

. ,, _ , I ,. ! . ., I ,I

_ (h) Tempc_'ature at, y = 3.81 cm
x (cm) Thermoc. Exot. Conduct (theory',

_305 2.54 7

<D
7.62 !0 [2] .... - _ !

_30oI

295 i
i2 2'4 5s 4_ 6b 7_

TII4E(I00SEC)

O0000001-TSE11
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(c) Tompcrattu_eat y = 1,27 cm_

300_r_ x(cm) Thcrmoc, E_ot, Con&uct (thoory).

2951.. - __

I I I I.

(dL_Temperat_re at y = 1.52 cm /
|

x(c_) Thermoc, _pt, Conduct(theoryt2.03 13 '-_
4,06 20 []

300_ 6.lO 23 /k - _-

• __8.13 16 (_................... :__ .__ I : ..................

29,.5

29o. ' 51

I I . , .I ,. I I

305_ (e) Temperat_u-e at y = 2:29 cm I
" | x(cm) Thermoc, E_pt, Conduct(theory_

I 2.o3 9 __ -- ,- /
3o__ 4.o6 z9 .m - -' .

"_ 6,i0 22 /.k : :

.- 295 -

" Y2 _4 35 4_ 6b 72

- " " O0000001-TSE13
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FIGUiI_ 9 (conPxl). ?.lJi33:cl= 0o ; Ta =.300.11 °K

(g) 'o_:_pez,a but_eat y = 2.54 cm

_4305 z(cm) Thermoc. ExDt. Conducb (th_.ory)-
o O.00 3 (D _

r$ Io.16 6 _ _____
_oo(

295

)

' 1,. 25 36 _8"" 60 72
TZr._E(zoo SEO)

., I I I I I

(g) Temperature at y = 3.05 cm

x(cm) Thormoc. Ex.pt. Conduct (theory)
2.03 8

o 305- 4.06 15 _ -ri 6.1o 18 In O ____

295

_ 2_, j6 #8 "'6o 721
TIME (lO0 SEC)

p

, ,, ; I . ,. l, I f.
I

(h) Temperattu,_ at y = 3.81 cm

x(cm) Thermoc. Ex_ot. Conduct(theory)
305 _ 2.54 7 O

7_ zo QO ' ' -

1-'2 2'_ _ 48 6_ ?2
'_z_,:_(zoo sEo)

"_"_--'__-'" -'_:............. " -' 00000001-TSE14
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FIGURE i0. EXP/_!IIHE:!TAL_:D THEORETICAL DATA FOR RUN 6:

_1 = 15o ; Ta = 298.72 o_£z
J ! 4

300
(a) Temperattu,e of cold plate (Z = O)

x(cm) Thermoc. Expt. Conduct (theory)

2.5a l $295 8.z3 4 _' ,i "

290
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FIGUR_ I0 (co_It_i).RU[_ 6: a - 15 ° ; Ta = 298.72 OK
.... _ _ ! ; J !

at y = 1.02 cm for x:4.06c_300 (c l__It_ri_pcrattu_e
I

( Thci_r:1oc.Exob. Convoction(theo.)

__ 21 e ....

295 "___" Conduction (theo) -

290 i'" _" "

2a¢_ ,.,_,)
12 2g 36 4'8 80 72

TZ_E (ZO0 SEC)
I I , I I I ....

300 -
(d) Temperature at y = 1.02 cm for

_ x : 6.10 cm

k_) Thermoc. Expt .Convection( theo_ ) ,,_
o 295_k(h 24 (D ..... '
J \\

% ' q

<
s",290-,

285:. )

TItlE (100 SEC)

I I I I I

(e) Temperature at y = 1.27 cm

300 x(cm) Thermoc. ExDt. Convection (thee)
o . 0.00 2 (D -- ,-- ° -- -

5 e .....)_%V_-, • : Conduction (theo.)

_ 295 -__ n_ for all pts.

290.

_ 36 4_ 6b 72
TII!E (I00 SEC)

00000001-TSF02
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FIGV_E I0 (co_td). !U/_,;6: a = 150 ; Ta = 298.72 °E

(f) Te/@eratui'e at y = 1.52 cm for
x = 2,03 cm an& x = 8.13 ore.

_300 _ x(cm)2.O_.,Thermoc,l____E_pt. Convect.__,__ ,(the°'_--

8.13 16 (9 -- "
=_ "__G .... conduction(theo.)

_290

i2 2_ 3'g 4'8 go 72
TIME (I00 SEC)

_ | J ..... i t

1 (g) Temperat;.ur'e at y = 1.5.2 cm for I

3001_ x = 4.06 cm -__ _ Thermoc. Exjot. Convection (theo.)-

20-- "(9 -- -- --
295 - "'_ ,x -.... Conduction (theo.)-

%

-" ° Q_tP290 - "' "" -- -" -- "" --(')-

', _, _, ' • ,12 24 36 _8 60 72

TIHE (100 SEC)
I ' I , i I

(h) Temperato_e at y : 1.52 cm foi"
x : 6.10 cm.

_. Thermo( Expt. Convection (theo.) "

300 _ b 2, "_J -_ -- --
""_'_t'_ ------------ Conduction (theo.)

o29_- ""<"_--®_ea

29o- - - _='-'_"_ '_
p.,

i_ 2_ 3_ 4'8 6'o 72
TZarS(iO0SEC)

" -= .... =_ ........ 00000001-I'SF03
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FIOUJlE I0 (con_rl). RU_._6: _ = 15° ; Ta = 298.72 OK

305 - (i) ['emperadu_'eat y = 2.29 cm for
o x = 2.03 cm _ud x = 8.13 cm.

x(cm) Thermoc. Expt. Convect (theo.

3oo- 2.o3 9 _ --. -- '--
<_ _C:_ 8.13 12 --- -- --
___ I _ "_ ._ -_ Conduc t(theo)

295L u> a p

[. 12 24 36 _ 6o 7_
T!_E (1oosEc)

, I , I , I , I

305 -(j) Temperature _t y = 2.29 cm for x-4.06 cm._

o Thermoe. E69t. Convection (theory)

30°- _ , -

_ 295
" Q 0 c)

m

i2 24 3_ .a _o 72
i _;t,_;(lOOsEc)

I I = i ,, I' I

305i (k) Temperature at y=2.29 cm for x=6_10 cm.
O

Thermoc. Expt. Convection (theory)

22 0 -- -- --_ 300 _ - , : - Conduction (theory)

%

_ 29

TIIiE (I00 SEC)

00000001-TSF04
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FIGL_E lO (coutd). RU],_6: a = 15° ; Ta = 298.72 OK
I .... I I I .... I ......

305 - (1) Temperature aZ y=2.54 cm.

o x(cm) Thermoc. _pt. Convect (theo.)

0.00 63 _ --' -- " --
_3oo -
__ <__ = _- cona_otio_(t_eo.)..

,':-,5.__ foran p_

_h 2'4 .% _8 6o 72
TIt_E (I00 SEC) .................

t I ! I I

51_(m) Tem.oerattwe at y = 3.05 cm for

x = 2.03 cm and x = 8.13 cm.

_30 x(cm) Tharmoc. _pt. Convect(theo.)-2.03 8 --•--•--

_3 8.].3 ll (D --
00- -

, _ (___ __ Conduction (theory)

1 - - .......
1"2 24" 36 il,_ 60 72 --

TIME (i00 SEC)

,, , I i, I I t ,

(n) Temperature at; Y=3.05 cm for x=4.06 cm.

_30_- Thermoc. Expt. Convection (theory) -
o 15 ® -- -- --

30C- =_ _ Conduction (theory)

12 2_ 36 _ 72
_ •..%_.,..... (moos_.c)

_-i ...... i 00000001 -TSF05
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FIGURE I0 (contd). Rtq,"6: a = 15° ; Ta --298.72 °K
_ _, _ , . _ , - _ _ j _ . ,..

305_ (o) Tempe_attu_e at Y=3.05m_ fol,:'.=6.10cm _

Thermoc. Expt. Co'_vection (theory)
o 18

_300 _ Con_Luctlon (tileory) -

i_295 __
- G- _-@-®- _)

1 I I- --! -

12 24 36 4_ 60 72 .

TI_.IE(I..00SEC)
I I . I I, J

(p) Temperature at y=3.81 cm

". x(cm) Thermoc. Expt. Convect (theo.) 1
305_ _

o - 2.54 7 (D __ -- .-- ,._1
?.62 1o O -- -- -- 1

_300 " ..... Conduction (theo.)_ for• E-I

e t295

12 2_ _6 _8 _o ,2
TIZE (100 SEC)

FIGURE iI. !I,TITI/J_STEEA_LII_ES II_TEST CELL (THEORETICAL).

381. "' " ' ' ' ' _ - - '

)=0.0044 ec

2.5 _ , _

, , , , • , - ,
i|. • ' ' " ' 'I!

2.54 5.08 ?. 62 i0.16

DISTA_CE PA/LALLEL TO COLD PLATE (x cm)

L_ ........ _- _ , __;

L-- ii

OOOOOOO1-TSF06
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FIC_D_-E12. HEICHT OF SOLID PHASE AT a = 15°

x(cn)""" __.cp.,.Convcc tio_ (theo.)

2.54 - 2.03 5] ..... .
_.o6 (D --,--.-- -
8.13 _ "-- +--

0
.,G

"_ 2.032 -"
-- -- Conductlon(theo.) i "_ """ _

_o for _Ii x's. I ._ '_" --_._

m 1.524 - f _'_--/A. "

l.ol6-

0.508

12 24 3& 4_ 6b 72
TIME (lO0 SEC) ..............................................................................................

FIGURE 1"3. INTERFACE SHAPE AT t - 7200 SEC (THEORETICAL)

_. 3.81 , , , , , ,... ,

--2.5_
E4 _ ._ oorAveotiorA

H conduc tion
1.27-

A
_n ' - i _ _ ' .... I I 'I i IIJ i

2.54 5.08 7.62 10.16
DIST_ICE PARALLEL TO COLD PLATE (x cm)

-- "3 .....I

- 00(5()0001TSF07
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H_
270 J..IAj.,_j _ _ ,,_

12 2_ 3_ _8 6o ?2

305U. i , , , , .i (b) Temperature at y = 1.02 cm for

I x = 2.03 ¢'mand x = 8.13 cm.
| x(om) Thermoc. Expt. Convect (theo_)

300 . _.
2.o3 _4 O -- _.-- .
8.13 17 0 -- --

o;_ _'<_._k__" -- -- Conduction ( theo. )

28_- ® (D

_Ii:_.(loosEc)

[_-- 3 "'_'-..... I--_ , I I -II I - _" -_ ........ , ' ' ,

00000001-TSF08
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F!Obq_E 14 (cont&). R_N 7: a = 60° ; Ta = 298.72 OK
l I , ! _..... i

(I (C) Tcmperatttro at y=l.02 cm for x-4.06 c_

o_ 295 _ Thc_oc. E._ot. Convection(theo_)__ .

_------ Conduction (theo.,29o- __

285 , .
i

12 24 36 48__ 60 7&___
TI[:E (I00 SEC)

! ! ! i I

() (d) Temperature at_y=l.02 cm for x--6,_lO em .

Thermoc. Expt.__Donvectlon (theo.)

g295-k_ 24 o -- -- -- _ .I!

i29°- o-_

. i , l I

12 24 36 48 60 72
• TIt;E (lO0 SEC)
, l I l I i

300_ Temperature at y_--1.27 cm.

_(e) x(cm) Thermoc. E._vt. ConvecL(theo.)0.00 2 _ --. , --

o_295'_ _ 10.16 _ C) ------

i i i I | !

12 24 36 48 60 72
_Z_,:E(100 sEc)

00000001-TSF09
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. "' = 2,98.72 °KFIG UE'_',14 (conbd). RI_ 7. a = 60° ; _a

i (f) ToT_p.crat_u'eat y .--1.52 cm for- .--x = 2.03 cm toldx = 8.13 cm.

_00_-- x(Cl_) Theruoc. Expt. Convect (thco.)"
., _ 2.03 i_ ® --.--.--
__._:_._I,e_ _._.3 16 (9 -- -- --
_:_-95F_'_ _ :- , Conduct.(theo) :Lot "i

ik__-- 24" 3'6 _8 aO 7; -

TIHE (i00 SEC)

305 , • , . _ l ' L '

_(g) Temperature at y=1"52 cm for x=_'06 cm" I J
| zherzoc. _pt. Con_ection (theo.) | "_
I 20 -- ---- I

_3OOl-- -I ',,

. _( - . Conduction(theo.),

fa i4 j6 48 -_o 72
wzI.:.E(loo SEC)

, I I, ! _ ' ,J , 1

30_- (h) Temporatu__e at y=1.52 cm for x=6,10 cm "

Thermoc. Expt. Convection (theo.)._
23 Q -- -- --

_ 30(-o
. )-. ----- Con&uctlon (theo.)

12 i4 _ _s _o ,2
TIiIE (i00 SEC)

_--- I III fillill ........."'" [l_ ....... -:_-- , "i i

'_ 00000001-TSF'I0
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FIOTfRE14 (contd), _ 7: _ = 60o ; T_= 298,72 OK
, J _ ,d, . I ....... i ,,L . __,,J,

305_ (1) Tom._erat_e at y = 2,29 cm for
x = 2,03 cm _u_dx = 8.13 cm,

O
x(cm) Thermoc, E::ot.Convect (theo,)

3oo- $.k3 12 -- -- --

-4 (_ .... Conduction (theo.) for .

295

_-__ .__ ._._.__. __. _. _=7.__, _
! !

•. _2 2_ 36 _8 go ,2
TII2E(lO0SEC)

, , -' ,I ..... i I !

o_ 305-(j) Temperature at y=2.29 cm for x=6,lO cm, _Tharmoc, Expt, Convection (.theo,)

30 -- •_ Conduction (theo,)

• o

" C} C} C)"e_-{_ C) 28_ _ _Q_ ,)

,_n.,_.(ioosP.c)
, I l .... I ,Il

l(k) Temperattt_eat y = 2,54 cm

L x(cm) Exit. Thermoc, Convect (theo,)
0,00 3 ---"-- '--

o 300 i0,16 6

(theo.) for

295_'__.. -_ _ Conduct

29o- "
_Z;;E{I00S_O)

00000001-TSF11
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_?lquP.E14 (cant&) £.UiT7' a = 60° ; ,n = 298.72 %
..----------....--.A ......... I I . I .... I - -

(1) _c,..p_rj,u_o at Y-3.05 cm for _:-2.03 cm
305 _ a.u& _;=3.13 cm.

:_- x(crn)',h2, ormoo. Expt._Conveot (theo.[
o 2.03 8 I_)- --" ---' ---
r-4" 8.13 1.:]. (9 -- •

300 - ,.... Conauctlon (theo.) fo_ "
c_ {__ allpts.

l_ 24 3'6 _ 6o 72
TIHE (iO0 SEC)

,, I I , , I ! _ I'

I (m) Tempez'attu'eat X-3J05 cm for _,-=4.06em. i

|

305_- Thermoc. EApt. Convection (theo,) -J
|

o | 15 U .... -- --- ---

300|_ L = Conduction (theo,) _

N

295 _ _ _ --.-,

, i "_ 0 0 C) "(D-®-<D--®-(D-C)-( ,
12 2L 36 4& _o 72

TIIIE(lOO S,:C)
i _.. I i ! . . . i ....... --A • -

' (n) Temperature at _3.05 cm for x=6.10 cm,

305 - Thermoc. Expt. Convect.(theo.)
o 18 _) --- --- --

rd300- _....- Conduction (theo,)

TZ_:;.E(lO0 SEC)

i

" 00000001-TSF12
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._,,_:,,,, !4 (co_,_...). _'- 7 &O°,:,] : _, = ; 'q_ _: 298.72 OK

1 .... I OI,,_,_.e _1; y = D...,1 Of]].

_4"305- ,_(c,,_.)_,_,o,_,;,oo._:r_.co._,_oot(thoo.) -
f'_ 2. _z,, 7. (D -- • "--. --

? 62 io <h ....

--300 -- Con&uctlon (theo.) for

_/7_ °" ._ -.-- __

29._ _3_ ,,_ ,_ ,_ _ __-- ............

12 24 _36 4,_ 6'0 72
_z_zoo SEC)

12 2 36 3 72
' TZ;;_.(100 SSC)

00000001-TSF13
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I,'IOUilI_15 (contd). R0N 9: a = 30° ; Ta = 301.22 OK

30^()o_ (c) Terlporature at y=l.02 cm fo= x=L_.06 ore.
'I_ Ther:1_oc._xot. Convection (theo.)

'_ 21 O ------
o_ 2_5-%\ .=_.....- - co_uot_o_(th_o.)-

G_ _ _-_._ __ 29o

12 2_ 36 48 60 72
TIME (lO0 SEC)

-_ (d) Temperature a!:y=l:02 cm for x=6.10 cm..
J _. Thermoc. Ex_ot. Convection (theo.)

RR - - -
_295- \

_. -- Conduction (theo.)

g_

•. _
)

!

i

,,, , _.I_.:E(ZqOsEc), ,

(e) Temperature at y = 1.27 cm.

30_ x(cm) Thermoc. Expt. Convect (theo.
o_ \_ o.oo _ _ _.--._

" "_0___ ,,n pt_
- _ _ =- .... Con_uotlon (theo.) fo_ -

" 2a5
' ' ' 48 '12 24 36 60 '2

I

i,_,_ Yalmt_'_'w"..--_ "_'-_ ":a'iii'_ _ _",_._,'_ _ " - =_.J.= .......... T II I I: I IIIII I I
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FIGT_E 15 (contd). _Lg: a = 30° ; Ta = 301,22 oK.......

F"(f " ' " ' ' _ " "305 ) '_empel,atu_,e at y=1.52 cm fo_" x--2.03 cmI oz_dx= 0.13 cm.I

o_ 30_ _ x2.03(cm)....Thermocl3 " Expt(_..Convect___-- .(__theo.)_\_ _ _._3 _ 0 -- -- --
Q

,,,,. _ _. _n pt_. _ .

29..o.......

• TIME (I00 SEC)

) (_) Temperature at Y=1.52 cm for x=4.06 cm.
300-_ Thermoc_ _xpt._ Convection (theo.

295 Vk _ _ Conduction (theo.) _

290

..... i____ 2_ 3'6 _8 _o _
TII,_E (lO0 SEC)

tQSP ' ' ' ' ' "
/(h) Temperature at y=1.52 om for x=6.10 om.
I

,_ _ The_moc. _:xpt. Convection (theo_)

o_o_ _ e _ _ _ -

! ,
_.m (loo s_c)

00000001-TSG02
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FIC-UIb_15 (contd). Rb_ 9: a = 30° ;_Ta = 301_22 OK

305- (i) Tor,poraturo at y=2.29 cm for x=2.03 cm ,
M and x=O.13 cm.

o x(cm) Ther_ Expt. Convoct (theo)

_ 2.03 9 ® _._.__
1 "___ _

" _ -------Conduct (theo.) for

B____ 29"_--Q \0'___)" '_" all pts. -
@ @-49--(D"@'-1D-_-@-_>_--

_2 -_4 _6 _8 6o ?2
TII:E (i00 SEC)

J 1

• ' ) I

30L (j) Temperature at y=2.29 cm for x=4,06 cm.
"_ ....Therzoc. Expt. Convection (theo.)

c_ 30

_ _i

! Q <D0 _T_'_ _-e-e-e--@:-. ®

_z_,;_(zooSEe.)
• ! i I -, I

30,_,_ (k) Temperature at y=2.29 cm for x=6.10 era.J

d_ Thermoc, Expt, Convection (theo.) I22 _9

i3o__¢-,-b',-_'---co_uo__oV(_o.T"®\x_

O ® ® ® ®-0-0-0-¢--()
i,i i _ i, |, I • J

_-r_.:_(_oosEc)

-- " -" ................... 00000001-TSG03
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?IGb_E 15 (coned). RU)_ 9: a = 30° ; Ta = 301.22 oK 0

..... I I I _ , L •

o_ 305 x(c_)Thorr:_oc._xpt._Convect(theo.)J_
o.oo 3 ep --.--. I

3oo___ lo._ _ (b _ =
[_ _._ .... Conduction (theo_J

i,_a95_ ®E_

_-..u,,...,_...._._.__._g__.__ _
l_ 24 3'6 z_8 60-_ 72

• TIEE _i00 SEC)
I I , I I I

3Q3_(m) Temperature at y=3.05 cm for x=2.03 cm 4
o I and x=8.13 cm. J

J x(cm) Thermoc. Ex_t.Convect(theo___.-_._ 2.o3 8 _ --.--.--
__°°_-_="-_--c----,_-3__-_- e - - -"
_" _ "\_'.. _ "----- Conduct(theo)

@ ®
® _9 "_ _,9-_

' ; ' 418 I12 24 36 60 72
•±_'_E(lO0 SEC)

305 (n) Tenperature at Y=3.05 cm for x= 4.06 cm
Thermoc. Fz<pt. Convect (theo.)

, __._ __on_uc__ _5 ® ....

_ o_; 30._ _% __ __ion (theo.) _
I__

-e-e-o- ¢__ -0-

_Ol-- , . _ , , . .
__._c_oos=_

00000001-TSG04
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FIGV2E 15 (contd). IUD! 9: a = 300 ; Ta = 301.22 oK

i Lo) Tempe_'attu_e at Y=3.05 for x=6.10 cm.

Thermoc. Exot. Conv-ec_ (theo.)

_8 _ ___
3o5 - -.

_ , Conduction (theo.)

" ,,. °_ 300l-'(P""_,-.. (_) . "
.. ," _. _,

• . _ _-

_295- _(D 0 " -
.= e..oo o® ;-d5 5
290" - '

I ,q _ o ,

12 24 36 48 60 72 %,'

TII,;E (i00 SEC)

I., I I I i

i (p) Temperature at y= 3.8l cm.
x(cm) Thermoc. Expt. Conveat (theo.)
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PIqURE 16 (cont&)..RU'J ii: _ = 45° ; Ta = 300.11°K
...... J I I - ! , . I ,

[

300_!:_ (c) Te_De_s,tur'e at y=l.02 cm fol• x=_.06 cm.::

i-_\l\_ Thermoc. Exot. Convection (theo.)

d_295 L__\\ -- _ _ _ -
k_ ----- Conduction (theo.)

._290 - ,-,_

i2 24 36 S8.Ii 6b 72
_zi.:s(zoo s_c)

I _ • Jl .I ii I i. I

300_,_ (d) Tempenature at y=l.02 cm for x=6.10 cm.I
I\k_. Thermoc, _xpt. Convection (theo_)

o_,I_ _ ® ___
_95 L. \_ _ Conduction (theo.)

2 9_0. -

® ® ® (D ® ®
N285 _

tZ ZI_---- 3& _ 6 b 7 _)

_n,:s (loo ssc)
I I I Ill .... I I Ill

(e) Temperature at y = 1.2"? cm

x(cm) Thermoc. Expt, Convect (theo_) .......
3o(__ o.oo 2 (D -- --. -

"_,_ - Conduction (theo) for all

' %

oo _
_29- _(_'"_:_'--_

_2 _. 3_ ._ 6o 72
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FIGLq_E 16 (contd). :,U/ ii: _ = 45° ; Ta = 300.11 OK

, , ,, i | l l |

I (f) Te_persture at y-1.52 cm for x=2.03 cm
I _ud x=6.13 cm.

x_cm) Thermoc. Zxpt. Convect(theo)3°_7_ 2.o_ _3 Q --. -- _- -

..O_..,._s._3....._6 _ _ _ __.(_ _ ----------Conduction (theo)

_'2 _4 j6 _8 66 72 "
TI_;E (_IDOSEC_)

 oT' 1
(g) Temperature at y=1.52 cm for x=4.0& cm.

Thermoc. Exnt. Convection (theo) _

(_ -------Conduction (theo) - ,.i
O 3o0

A 1
i.o

TLTIE (iOO SEC)

(h) TemperaZume at y=I.52 om for x=6.10 cm. 1
Thermoc Expt. Convection (theo.) |

, o }Ok_k.C_'__ -------Conduction (theo) .E.'295 _,U " __ "

_'__
_o- _ _ _ -0-_

-. TIIIE (i00 SEC)
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FIOU_IE 16 (contd). ;!U]_ll: a - 45o--; Ta = 300.11 °K
I ? . i ..... ! x

• 305 (1) :c,jerature at y-2.29 cm for x--2.03 cm- _d z=8.13 cm.
x(cm) 'L'hernoc. Expt. Convect (theo

o 2.03 9 8 _' -- "
, 8.13 12

,_ 30C_ _ Conduction (theo) for

N ,

295

, I I ' I

l_- 24 36 4'8 60 . 72
TII,_E(1OO SEC)

*. I, , ) I !

3051 (j) Temperature at y=2.29 cm for x=4.06 cm._

Thermoc. E::pt. Convecgion (theo)

19 @,[ o
------ Conduction (theo) "

r_ 30_

  IS.Po 2,'-_
'1i |

12 24 36 _,8 60 72
TIHE (I00 SEC) ,

, , • I , | , I ....... I I ,

305_ (k) Tezperature at y=2.29 cm for x=6,10 cm..

o- Thermoc. Expt. Convection (theo)

22 ® ....------- Conduction (theo)

295- C) "- _ -._
,n_._z(_.ooszc)

1 el I I
I
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!_I?P.:£16 (cont&).. P.UJ ii: a --45° ,'Ta = 300.11 OK
305_ '.... ' _ _ _ ----_-------=

i
(!) Temperatume at y=2.54 cm.

X(CU) :hcruoc. Exot. Convect (theo.)
r:.00 3 (_ -- "--"--

_3o_)_-_._._s 6 @ .... -
3"_ _ Conduction (theo)

- ..ll1
• _2 24 3s 48 60 72

_M_(_oo_c)
--| (m) Teuoe;°atumlea_ y=3'.05 cm f'or'x=2.03 cm

o 3OP_ " hnd_x=t.13 cm. . -
| x(cm) Thermoc. Expt. Convect(theoL

N_, / 2.03 8 ,,9 . .

r= _._, -. -
_ "'. _ -- -- Con&uction(theo)

__ I_:_ "\ " - _ for all pts.

_o_o_1o <0#- "---- ------
" - ,_ -w --... -- - _ _ _ --

_ o _ ®-_e.O,_-o-._>._.o_.e_. (
..........":"® ® ® -(b ® 0 (9 -(

12 24 36 48 60 72
TTME(i00SEC)

• ,, I I, I , , I I

' o_305_ (n) Temperature at y= 3.0_ cm £o# x=_.06 cm -
. Tnermoc. Expt. Cocvectlon (theo)

_ O --
30_ ---------Conduction (theo) _

,
z_5 @ . .

_ °°o e e o eo ()
, i

_z_s_zooss_
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" '" : 45 o ; Ta 300.11 °KFIGURE 16 (contd) ....:IU._ll a = =

f -.__.l - --_- _ ! ..... ,L..... i _ -

(o) '_enperature at Y=3.05 cm for x--6 lO_cm

Thermoc. Expt. Convection (theo)

_8 (D ....

o 305 - -- Co-duction (theo) .

-

295 _ ®-(D @ 0 ® ® ® O (
J D

•_2 2_. 3_, 48 66 72 ,
TIME (i00 SEC)

"% I t I . .,I .... i,

(p) Temperature at Y=3.81 am.

x(cm) Thermocouple Expt. Convect(theo)

2.54 7 (9

-3o5_ .7.62 zo -- -- --_
; ---------- Conduction (theo) for all pts

o _ '-.-...... ': 7_-._-

].2 _4 "_ #8 60 72
Tn,m .ioos_.c)
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FIGURI_ 17 (coahd). RUN 14: a = 45_ ; Ta = 301._9 °E
....... 1----. l .... .I ........ 4 ..... I

() (c) Temperature at y=l.02 cm for x=4.06 cm.

30C_ Thcrmoc. Expt. Coz_vectlon (theo.) -

• .I 7
o_ 295 -__ "-'--- Conduction (theo.)

285 )
'_ _'2 24 3_ 4_ 6b 72

_Z_._E(lO0 SEO)
i_ I ' I t .... I I .... '

'

300_ _ (c) Temperature at y=l.02 cm for x=6.10 cm.
'_ Thermoc. Expt__Conveotlon (theo.) -

1 \_ 24. C)
,\

] _ 295 \_ • Conductlon (thec,_) _
,I

' I

i290

12 2_ 36 _ 60 72
TIME (i00 $EC)

I ,,, L I I_ I ,

'_E) (e) Temperature at y=1.27 om
300_N_K x(cm) Thermoc. Expt. Convect (theo.)-

._ o.oo 2 (D .....
i o_ -_._ zo.16 5 (D _ _ _

_\_-_ -" Conduction (theo, ).for
, _ 295-'6:);,,"_u-4), _zzpt_. - ,

285 @ .()
12 _ 36 #8 60 72

TIME (i00 SEC) I
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FIGU_,E 17 (contd). RUII II_:a = 45° ; Ta --301.49 OK
,. • | __. 'i .... ' .. --_ . I. ..

305 _-(¢) Tompe_,abu!'o at y=1.52 cm for x=2.03 cm
i m_cLx=8.13 cm.
() x(cm) Therlnoc. Expt. Convect (theo)

2.03 13 ® __. ....300
.__ 8._3 16 0 -- -- --

=' _\ "_. ..... Conduction (theo) for all

%

290
!. I '

: 12 24 36 A_8 60 72
_z_,m-(1oosEc)

-. t I I . I_ _ I •

305 (g) Temloeratu_e _t -y=1.52 om for x=L_.06 Cir.

Thermoc, Expt, Convection (theo,)

! _ 2o. C) ....._: 300 "._
o _\ _ Condttctlon (theo.)

%

_ 24 3'6 4'8 _;o ?2
TIME (100 SEC)

i

i I .... J - , .-, I , '

(h) Temperature at y=1,52 cm for x=6.10 cm.

L Thermoc, Expto Convection (theo,) .300 _, 23 0 ....

o_ C_ _ Conduction (theo.)

"%o-
_

-i 1"

_._ ai 3_ _a do 72
T_r,_:(1oos_.c)
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FIGURE 17 (conBd)_L_RUN 14: a --45° ; Ta = 301.49 OK
I , . J I _ , .... J

305 (1) Tem_e_attu,e at y=2.29 cm for-x=2.03 om J

- _d x=8.13 cm. I
o x(cm) Thermoc. Expt. Convect (theo.Jl

__ 2.03 9_ 3__8._3 /2 o -'-'---- -
<_ (D \\."\" \_,_ _ Conduction (theo) for

all pts.

--® "11.o
295 _.._ 0 @_,., ,..,__,._P_.___, -

--'=® e-._¢.-®
i2 _4 3_ 48 6b 72

TIME _lO0 SEC)

i I I _i, I ,
I

305_(j) Temperature at y=2o29 am for x=4.06 cm.

i | Thermoc. Expt. Convect (theo._ .

I"

L9 . 0 ----- -- -
300 _ k_ _ Conduohlon (theo.)_ p

"_G 0 _ "_-®-@-®-0_ .@._
12 2_... 3_ 4_ 6b 72

_ZME(mOOsee)
I I , I I I,

(_() I I T_mp_a_e _ t y_l _9 _ m f o_ x_61 _0 _m I

Thermoc. Expt. Convectlon (theo.)

_._ 3o5. 22 ®........

_ , , Conduction (theo.)
', _ 300(

! _ ,
gll

295

_2 24 3_ 4'8 6'0 _2
' TIME (i00 SEC)
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IGURE 17 (contd) RU_ 14: a 45° ; Ta = 301.49 OK

_F x(cm) Thermoc. E_<pt. Convect (_heo.,- o.oo 3 (D .-- .--

i __ _o._6 6 o - - -

300__ _----_,_ _ _ Conduction (thao. ) for -

_\C) all pts.

TIZE (100 SEC)
| I | , I , I

(m) Temperattu-e at Y=3.05 cu for x=2.03 cm I
and x=8.13 cm..

o__ 30_ -_. x(cm)2.03'Fnermoc.8Exot.(DConvect___.----.(the°')-

_'(D_'_ Conduction (theo.) fo_ 1

3oo_- ",_ C-__ _n pt_.

_275- eo e e" ¢- ®-_ e-e-.o...e_ ))

TIME (i00 SEC) _

, I I = . I I ,_'

Thermoc. E . Convection (theo.)

o_ :305 1_ ....

_3oc

,
295

i2 2/_ _ _3 _o 72
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FIGURE 17 (co1_td). HUN 14:a=45 ° ,• Ta = 301.49 OK

(o) Temperat_*e at Y=3.05 cm for x=6.10 cm.

_qermoc. Expt. Convection (theo.)
18-- _)

3o5_ -- -- --

Conduction(_heo.)

300_

o @ \,,

p.,

29o-
, I I , '

12 24 36 48 60 72

TIME (I00 SEC).... 'w1
¶

_, l I I I

(p) Temperature at y--3.81 cm.
+ x(cm) ThePmoc. Expt. Convect (theo.)

2.54 ? (_7.62 i0 ---- "--'__ ----

t 305 +_ + Conduction (theo.) for all
- pts. -

30o

@ "

295 _'

z2 2'_ 36 _8 _o ?a
TZ_m (IO0SmO)
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FIGURE 18. EXPE_II:E:;TALAI,D THEORETICAL DATA FOR RU_; 15:
a = 60° ; T$ = 301.49 VK,, I l I t

(a) Temperature of cold plate (Y=O)o

300 x (cm) Thcrmoc. Expt. Conduction (theo.) "
2.54 _1 Q

295 .....
i
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FIGURE 18 (contd). RUN 15: a = 60° ; Ta = 301.49 OK
J .... I .. t ! t -- _ ,

(f) Temperat1_re at y=1.5% cm for x=2.03 cmand x=8.13 cm.

x(cm) Thermoc. Expto Convect (theo.)
3ooI-_'_ 2.03 z3 (D . .-- -
- k_ 8.z3 z6 ® _----- _--

,,_k"_"q_ _ Conduction (theo.)for

_
12 24 36 48 60 72

TIME (I00 SEC)

" _O h I I I , I5 (g) Temperature at y=1.52 cm for x=4.06 cm.
I
[ Thermoc. Expt_ Convection (_heo.) •

} o_pI',. 20 to 30 .._
. "(_ Conduction (theo.) J

,?

z_ 2_ 3'6 _s 60 ?2
TIME (I00 SEC) _

| I I , I i I ,

(h) Temperature at y=1.52 cm for x=6.10 ore.
1 ,__ _"nermoc. Expt. Convection (_heo.)

• (_F_,k'_ _, --- "
-,,,, ,. , co_uotio_(th_o.)

,' _29,- "_3#)_...._ -

_29o-_ " _'__
i
;

' z_ 2_, 3'6 _§ _o ?2
Tm_s(loo s_.c)
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FIGb_E 18 (contd). RU_¢15: a = 600 ; Ta = 301.I_9 OK
| J . ., J I .i ,_

305_(i) Tel]peratu.?eat y=2.29 cm for x=2.03 cm

!

o an_ x=8;13 cm.

! x(cm) Thermoco Exot. Convect (theo.)2.o3 9 ® ---
_ r_W_"___ (_)_, " _ _ Conduction (theo.)

for all pts.

_ 2_ 3_ _8 6b ,2
TII._E(100 SEC)

• I J , t I 1

[ (j) Temperature at y=2.29 am for x=4.06 am. i

o_305 F Thermoc. Expto Convection .(theo.) - ._

_-Conduction (theo.)
< 30 J

e --e_-o-_ -_.-¢-e-e-e-_)
-_ 12 2_ 3t_ 4_ 6'o _2

_zM_. (loo sEc).....

I I _ t ,J

om.t_ermoc. Expt. Convection (theo.)

22_____ _ _ _

TII:_E(I00 SEC)

.... 3.. _r 1 iiirl -_
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FIGURE !8 (contd). RUle 15: a = 60° ; Ta = 301.49 OK

i xLcm) Thermoc. Lb:'p_.Convect (theo._
_-__ o.oo 3 (D ._ _ _.+ o _'-'_ i

i :, _ -------- Conduction (theo.)

_ % _ _ for all pts.

' _ 290- '_._ 'e-'e-'e-e-'_'Fo"[

_,'. I _ '!

f2 i4 _6 +8 60 72
T_:E (ZOOSEC)

I I I I I j I

o_ 305 (m) Temperature at y=3.05 om for x=2.03 om_
-- and x=8.13 cm

_" x(cm) Thermoc. EFt . Convect (theo.)
2.03 8 t

/_3°°( _.:L3 n 0 _--"-__"-- _ '._
m <D _, \ _ -- -_onauo_ion 1

_ _ " .. __ (theo) for

295

_ e '_'_-'e-____._.-.,_.-_
{'

1_ 2% 3'6 48 dO 72
TIME (I00 SEC) ,

i I I +j_ I ,, I+ _,, I

: o_ 305 (n) Temperature at Y=3.05 cm for x=4.06 om.
] _ermoc. Expt. Convection (theo.)

" 3.5 Q
!

i 3U3 thee. ) _

295

I "e "e"c>-6-e-g _5-_-?)
f2 _+ " " ' ' '36 48 60 ?2

TIME (I00 _EC)
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FIOURE 18 (contd). RUI,'15: a - 600 ; Ts, = 301.49 °K
l I I I f

(o) Temperature at Y=3.05 cm for x-6.10 ore.

Thermoc_ Expt.-- Convection (theo.)
1_ 0 -- -- --

_ 305 Conduction (theo.)

.... %% -
295 -- " "" .....- -

@ ® ® 0 _ @ 0 0 0 (
' o I ! i ;

12. 24 36 48 60 72
1

TZ[,tE(ZOOSEC) 1
% , (

I I ,, . I. I I

(p)Tempera.t_eat-Y=3.8!cm
x(cm) Thermoc. Expt. Convection (theo.)
2.54 7 O --•--"--
?.62 1o 0 -- -- --

305-- ' _ Conduction (theo,) _

,,2 _6 60
TIZE (lO0SEC)
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_e following conclusions were dravm from this study:

1. When the test cell was sitting on the horizontal

plane with angle a =-0_c, the heat trm_sfer mode was by

conduction, not convection.

2. Good ao_reement was obtained between the pure-

conduction model m%d the experimental runs made at _ = 0°.

3. Whon conduction was the_heat trm_sfer mode, the

shape of the solidification h_terface _,_asplanar, not curved.

For all horizontal x- positions the solid-phase height was .,I

the same. ....

• 4. The temperattu_e during conduction solidification

was strongly a function of time e_ud distance y from the

cooled bottom plate. It had no strong dependence on the

horizontal x-direction when _he containing side walls ac_ed

as insulators. It was found that one-dimensional transient

conduction model in the y-direction predicted the phase

change as well as did transient two-dimenslonal model that

included the x-direction. This finding supports the find-

ings in a previous trm_slent one-dlmensional conduction

phase change study made by these investigators (Reference 13).

5. In solidification by conduction, hi which the side

walls approximate insulators, the extra minor accuracy ob-

tained by uslnz a transient two-dimensional model was not

97
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worbh the lea_gedlfforential in cost in computer time from

a one-dlmensional tr_%slent solution. A uni-dimensional

tr_msient solution would do as well s_udstill save computer

time.

6. I_nephase-chs_ga_process was tl_econtrolling

process. _hether the heat transfer mode was by conduction

or convection, the actuai values of phase-change enthalpy

change,Solidification temperature, density, specific heat

and thermal conductivity at the interface seemed to control

the accuracy of prediction of experimental data by theoretical I

models. More accurate values must be found for these proper- I

! ties at the interface wlqerasome Of them experience dlscontl-
I

nuities and sudden jumps. In the theoretical calculations,

the interface was found to act as a pseudo-insulator betweeni

the two phases-present.__

7. With the container of the test material inclined

at an angle, we found that convective effects became Impor-

tant.

8. Convection increased the heat transfer rate and

caused a faster overall cooling of the test cell and its

contents. Two indications of the ma_nitude of convectlve

effects in the cell were how much below the conduction temp-

erature the cell had been cooled at any given time, and the

shape of the solidification interface, With convection

presentj and cooling occurring from below, the interface
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became shaped slightly like an elongated S-ran,re with the

up branch near the vertical wall passing through the origin

of the angle of pivot, the flat (or inflexion) part near the

half-way mark between the two side _;alls. The shortest

height of solid occurred near the far side wall.

9. We could not get a complete solution of the full

velocity equation by finite difference methods because of

stability restrictions imposed by the solution procedure.

Approxlzate velocity profiles were substituted into the

temperature equation. The profiles involved a single clr- !

cu!ation flm,; symmetric in the vertical y-direction but
. 4

off-centered in the horizontal x-direction.

• I0. Convection caused the temperature profile to

depend strongly on both horizontal and vertical directions

(unlike _onduction) even when the side walls were insulated.

The maximum deviation in temperature between hw_ points in

, the same horizontal plane at a given vertical distance from-
J

the cold plate seemed to depend more strongly on the temper-

ature difference between the ambient and the freezing interface

than on the m_gle of incl_ation_ The angle of Inclinatlonj

however, had si_nlficant effect on the overall heat transfer

process.

11. Solld-solid phase transition may take place during

solidification and the physical properties of the system

should be modified to account for this,
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12. The theoretical calculations used _ this study

to investigate nattu_al co_tvection a_e first approximations

and clearly delineate the trend and siEnlflcance of convec-

tion. With the availability of a much faster computer with

a much larger memory bm_k than the computen available to us_

one may finally use small enougl_ time steps s_ud space incre-

ments that would yield velocities higher or equal to those

predicted analytically aud still stay in the stable regime

of finite difference solutions. In such a case, one_could

estimate more accurately the shape and magnitude_of the

I

velocities and come up with better gravity level approxi- .._.

mations in the w'locity equations.

• 13. Many theoretical methods used in the literature

could not sta_d up to the test in predicting actual experi-

mental data. These theoret_oal solutlcns_were obtained

under certain conditions and with physical properties that

could not be duplicated ,_asily in the laboratory.

14. Perhaps, a better approach to phase-change

thermal control would be to use polymers that undergo solid-

solid transition with high enthalpy change. Th_s, the phase-

change material could stay solid or amorphous within the

range of its temperature of operation. Thus, better p_ckag-

ing would result, Materials that melt or solidify are more

difficult to package in the liqaid phase and more difficult

to predict as to performance because of convective and other

, ..... 00000002-TSA14
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offee _s.

15. Anothor approach to the thermal control problem

with materials that go from liquids to solids and vice versa

would be to come up with empirical effective thermal proper-

ties that incorporate conv_tive and conduction heat transfer

with phase change. For instance, such a _r_ocedure could

take into consideration entrapped air pockets and voids in

the solid phase, and heat transfer coefficients due to con-

vection in the liquid phase.

We conclude that, with cooling occurring from below, G

gravity-induced convection is important in the solidification I

of n-hexadecane when the cooling is not oriental perpe_dlcula_

, to the direction of gravity. Heat transfer zate-ls, i_

general, increased. ...........



Tex____tComputer

B AI Constant (Eq.24c) --- cm/sec

¢ Constant (Eq.15) --- sec-°K/cm

Cp CPL,CPP,CPS SPecific heat -- cal/(gm-°K)

cps CP Effective spezif_tc best of-solid_
phase (Eq.38) -- cal/(gm-°K)

!

d,_ ROL,ROI_,R0S Dens Ity -- gm/cm 3

Di D(1) Coefficients in polynomlal_flt, I
f(t) = D +D t+D t2+..+D ti-I of cold

1 2 3 ^i _._
plate temperature- "'K/(sec_ _) 1

• ei Difference in temperatures recorded , !...... I

by the same thermocouple _t the same 1

time in a pair of experimental runs

made under identical conditions - OK
t

e Sample mean of ei in a sample of

size n --- OK

• f(_) T(I,I) Temperature of cold plate-- OK

g Acceleration due to normal gravity

c2cm/se

- GI-GII GI-GII Coefficients defi_.ed in Eq.30 cud .
Eq. 31

h AHO,AHI Height of the liquid phase of the

test material (y direction) --- cm

hp AHP Thickness of walls of test cell -- cm

Hf HF Latent heat of solidification- cal/gm

102
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Text Comput eE

k AK,PK,SK Thermal conductivity - watt/(cm-°K),

cal/(cm-sec-°K)

K De_ee of polynomial fS_h_f(t) of cold-

plate temperature

me True _mean of ei m oK

M M Number of finite-difference space nodes 'i
in the coordinate x direction

N N Number of finita-difference space nodes

in the coordinate y direction

NS(i) NS(1) Number of finite-difference space nodes .

in the solid phase in the y direction
• 4
P

p,P Pressure

q Characteristic number (Eq.14) --- cm-2

Q Fraction of normal gravity (Eq.47)

Ra Rayleigh number (Eq.47)

s Sample standard deviation of ei in
sample of size n (Eq,45) °K ""-" ¢

t TIME,TSE Time m sec

At DELT Finite-difference time increment- see

T T, TO Temperature -- OK

Ta TA Ambient (room and initial) tempera-
ture-- oK

Tf TF Equilibrium solidification tempera-
ture of test material -- OK ......

u UX Coordinate-x component of velocity -

cm/sec

v VY Coordlnate-y nomponent of velocity -

cm/see

_._1 , ,_ - - "'- ' iRa I i • IIIIli ...................
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W AL Width of .cell cavity (x dil.ecticn__-

cm

x XA,XP Abscissae in a Cartesian coordinate

system- cm

AX DELX Finite-dlfference space increment 4.u

the coordinate-z_direction -- cm

X(x) Function defined by Eq.18 to Eq.22 --

om/sec_ J

y Y Ordinate in a Cartesian coordinate i

system -- cm

Ay DELY Finite-difference space increment in I

the coordlnate-y direction-- cm .i

a Angle of inclination of the test cell 1

, measured anticlockwlse from tha_hor-

izontal plane -- degrees

Coefficient in equation of state for

density: dL = dLo + _T -- gm/(cm3-°K)

y BB Constant (Eq.23) _--- cm"l t

ALA,ASA Thermal dlffusivlty .-- cm2/sec

v Kinematic viscosity --- cm2/sec

Vortlcity (Eq.10) -- see"I

PHI Stream functio_ (Eq.9) -- cm2/sec

PI Constan_ -- 3.14159266

SubAcripts Sublndlces

i I Identifying number for finlte-dlff-

erence node in the x direction

J J Identifying number for finite-

difference node in the y dlrectlom
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Subscripts

L Liquid phase of test material

P Plexiglas, material of walls of test

cell

S Solid phase of test material

Superscript

' Implies "evaluated at a new time"

(Eq.32toEq.34)

q

i
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APPE!,TDIXA

J

The experimental data for the report is given in _I

the i'ollowing reference:

i

Ukanwa, _. 0., "Thermal Hodeling of Phase Change Solid-

ification in Thermal Control Devices Including _latural

Convection Effects," Thesis No. T1422, Colorado School

of Mines, Golden, Colorado, 1971
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APPEMDIX B

FORTRA![ IV Compute_ Program "COIIDET_F4"for solving_

either the conduction mcdel or the combined conduction-

con2-ac_ion model of solidification heat transfer.

Thisprogram was actually run on a P.D.P- I0 digital

computer via a time-sharing teletype. !

Instructions For The Use of "CONDET.F4"

A. For pro_n execution:

6=INPUT DE,LICE 7=OUTPUT DEVICE _

1
B. INPUT DEVICE (OR INPUT FILE)

The cold-plate (bottom_plate) temperature is assumed

to be apulynomialin time (t) for 0 _ t<_ TB, and constant

thereafter at a temperature TC. Follow the fallowing steps

(in order) in reading in the input data:

I. Consult the section on nomenclature in this text

for terms used in the computer program. Then read in:

2. Line 1 (or card I): Ambient temperature (or initial

uniform temperature; TA); equilibrium temperature of solid-

ification (TF); final constant cold-plate temperatume (TC);

finite-difference time increment (DELT); space increment in

the x-direction(DELX); space increment in the y-directlon

(DELY); all in that order. Use free-floating point format of......

FORNAT _.

3. Line 2 (or card 2): Time at which cold-plate temp-
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erature becomes constm_t (TB); time at which program exe-

cution should be terminated (TAU) .Use free-floatlng point

format (FORIIAT 2)_.'

4. Line 3 (or card 3): Degree of polyno_,lal fit of

cold-plate temperature (K); number of flnite-difference

nodes i in the x dlrection (M), in the y direction (N); an

integer (NT) that is negative or zero for conduction-model

solution but positive non-zero for the combined conduct$on-

convection model solution. Use free-integer format (FOP_vIAT3)_

5. Line 4 (or card 4): Coefficients (D(I)) of poly-

nomial fit to cold-plate tenkuera_ure. (See the section on ',

nomenclature for the definition of D(1) or Di) . Use free-
%

floating point format (FORMAT 2).

6. Line 5 (or card 5): L_iquid-phase thermal conducti-

vltz__(A/C); solid-phase themmal conductivity (SK); liquid-

phase density (ROL); solld-phase density (ROS); llquld-phase

specific heat (CPL); solid-phase specific heat (CPS); latent

heat of solidification (HP). Use free-floating point format

(FOm IAT 2).

iI 7. Line 6 (or card 6): Properties of material of

the wall of the test cell: thermal conductivity (PK); densiSy

, (ROP); specific heat (OPP). Use free-floatlng point format

(FORMAT 2).'

8. Line 7 (or card 7): Initial height of test-cell

_ -- .... ; ,;.,_; - _ m-i" ,i " mill inn i
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cavity (ATe0);width of test-cell cavity (AL); thlclaqess

of test-cell _all_ (A_P). Use free-flo_t_g point format

(FORMAT 2).

A s&mple input file looks l&ke this:

3_I _49,290.6,269.83,1 ._,e.254 ,e.127
362._, 720_.__
1,81,31;3

S._O >5i_.OOe 37,e.755 i_.833,O._86 ,O.505456,67
s.eo_496,1.155,e. 35
3.81 i, 14_.16 ,1.27

Note that th_ listed input file is for the combined con-

duction-convection model, since NT=3 is positive and non-zero. 1

Also,i according to this file, the cold-plate temperature is

line_a• with time (K=l) tu_til t=TB=362.0 when it stays constant

at TC:269.83.

i C. OUTPUT FILE

This pro_am__ill print out

i i. The time at which a node in the y-directionsolid-

i ifies, the node itself and its horizontal location.

2. The temperature profile and the stream function

profile of the entire test cell every 60 time steps. It starts

' with the cold plate (J=l); prints out all horizontal (I) values

and then goes to J=2_ and so on.

3. Adequate headings are printed to identify what is

being printed out.

The print-out may be modified froF. the general format

given £u this program to any desirable format by changing .,

lines 64 to 78 of CO[;DET.F_ as needed.
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If one attempts to solve the vorticity equation

(Eq.ll) or thc velocity equations (Eq.8) by central-dlffer-

ence methods,, one f_indm.that the following stability re-

quirements must_ be satisfied:

i - 2_t(I/(_x)2 + I/(_y)2)__o (c-l)

lu(i, J)l __zv/_x (c-z)

Iv(i,j<_ (c-3)
When the vorticity or the velocity equations are solved

conjointly with the temperature equation (Eq.5), the con-

ditions of Equation (C-l) to Equation (C-3) must be satis-

, fled conjointly with the conditions of Equation (39) and
|

' " Equations (41). The most restrictiwe conditions are used

to evaluate, maximum time increment (_t) and velocities allowable

by stability requirements.

For our test material, v;_kL; hence, Equation_(C-l)

, rather than Equation (39) would determine Atmax, but the

allowable maximu;_1velocities would be determined by Equation

(41) rather than by Equation (C-2) or Equation (C-3).

At the first time step, every term except the gravity

! term in Equation (II) or Equations (8_ would be zer_o.....................................

Thus, from Equations (8), the velocities obtained at the

first time step would be: .....

, u,(i,j)= . ___t( _(i,j)-.T) sln_ (c-4)

118
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v,(i,j)= . _cnt ( T(i,.j)-_) cos_ (C-5)

The values given by Equations (C-4L and (0_-5)must satisfy

the conditions__or _tabilzty given by..Equations (41),. (C-2),

and (C-3_ But, with experimentally-observed values, the .....

temperature difference, T(i,j)-_, is such that the stability

requirements of Eauations_-(41), (C-2), and (C-3) are violated

e_ven for At-- 0.05 sec and _x = 0.0635 cm. It is very hard to

complete stable computer solutions for values smaller than

these. Yet, in order to Get stable solutions of the velocity

and the temperature equations at the very first time step, '-

one needs a time-step size much smaller than 0.05 aec_ Even

with such small time steps, it would get more difficult to

satisfy the stability requirements as the velocities would

increase wlth subsequent time steps. This was the problem

that forced us to use approximate velocity profiles for

onr study in sbead of solving the complete velocity equa-
• p

tions by finite-difference methods.
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